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DIGGS ON TRIAL TISTARTsm new THAW FREED IN MONUMENT TO
GEN. PERRY IS
'representing New York state were no--
tified of the plan to deport Thaw.
None of Thaw's lawyers had an ink- -
ling of what, was in the air. They
learned laler what had happened.
Thaw was 15 minutes away before the
newspaper squad learned what had
happened. They followed then. They
UUKKlNuY BILL
"but its management has been in
every way creditable to the majority
and eminently fair to the minority."
Senator Simmons expressed his ap-- j
I relation. He said last night:
"I am greatly gratified that the bill
h:is passed, and I think that it will
not be long in conference. In my;
c pinion of businesswWmddh nik
opinion there has been some stagna- -
ttoii of business in the country pend- -
ON PERJORY
CHARGE
CHAIRMAN GLASS OF THE HOUSE COM-
MITTEE SPEAKS FOR THE MEASURE.
HAYES OF CALIFORNIA SPEAKS
AGAINST IT. DEBATE WILL CLGSE
WHEN HOUSE ADJOURNS SATURDAY.
TARIFF BILL IN
CONFERENCE
TOMORROW
THE COMMITTEES FROM THE TWO
BRANCHES OF CONGRESS WILL
CONFER ON AMENDED BILL
INSIDE OF TWO WEEKS.
crossed near C anaan, when immigra-
tion officers stopped their car.
When he. was well within the state
the immigration officials stopped their
car. deposited Thaw on the ground,
told him he was free and drove back
to the Canadian border.
Arrested Again.
Colebrook, N. if., Sept. 10. Harry
CANADA AND
DEPORTED
ARRESTED AGAIN IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.--
IMMIGRATION DEPART-
MENT REFUSES TO RECOGNIZE
COURT'S MANDATE AND ORDERS
THAW DEPORTED TO VERMONT.
ins tne action oi me senate, .now x
believe that there will be an imme- -
diate setimulus to busines and that in CONVICTED ON THE WHITE SLAVERY
UNVEILED
WILLIAM H. TAFT
MAKES DEDICATORY SPEECH AT
THE CELEBRATION OF THE 100TH
ANNIVERSARY OF PERRY'S VIC-
TORY AT PUT IN BAY.
CHARGE, MAURY I. DIGGS MUST
STILL FACE TRIAL FOR SUBORNA-
TION OF PERJURY.-- HIS ATTOR- -
the end we will have better times in
this country."
Just before the voting on amend-- ;
rieiits began, Senator La Follette
yielded a few. minutes of his time to
Senator Thornton, of Louisiana, who
was about to desert his colleagues on
thf roll call.
Washington, Sept. 10. The admin-
istration currency bill today started
on its devious way to the statute books
when the chairman of the house bank-
ing committee and father of the meas
Thaw wandered about the hills of the
icountry for three hours today and
was finally arrested by Sheriff Drew
just before noon. Thaw made no re-
sistance and was brought immediately
to Colebrook.
Thaw, in his wanderings, was ac--
coinpanied by newspaper men. I.eav- -
NEY ALSO INDICTED.
JUROR HEISTER IS
ure opened the currency debate in the
house. Mr. Glass spoke at length.
' it is hard for me to vote against
this bill," said the Louisiana senator.
' It is a bill made a party measure
AVERAGES 28 PER CENT
BELOW PRESENT LAW
MOVE COMES AS A
SURPRISE TO LAWYERS
GREAT PREPARATIONS
MADE FOR CELEBRATION
ing Norton Mills he stopped for a few
minutes at Averill, and leaving thereREPRIMANDED BY JUDGE
"There is no politics In this matter;
there can be none. It is my earnest
conviction based on long and serious
reflection that no man can conceive as
by the party with which I cast alle--
giance forty-si- years ago. It is
harder still that I am forced to vote
doubled back into Canada, then en- -
tered Vermont at Canaan. No one
Colebrook, N. II., Sept. 10. Harry luttempted to detain him. lie was Cedar Point, Ohio, Sept. 10. A tow- -
Iv. Thaw enjoyed three brief hours 0f:PlaninS w,1Hn arrested to strike a:(,ring 8Uaft of white marble, erected
liberlv in northern eu-- Tnaianil in. rB i,roiKl and Rpt a ,lir0"Sh ,ick,'t t0 in commemoration of Commodore Oli- -Detroit. He tried vainly to get inday, but was arrested shortly before
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 10.
.Maury I. Diggs, awaiting sentence as
a convicted white slaver, was placed
on trial again today in the same court
before the same judge, charged this
time with subornation of perjury.
Jointly indicted with him !b Charles
against it because my own party seeks
now to strike a vital blow against the
great sugar industry of my state."
The senator said he was charged
with a duty from his state higher than
any duty he owed to the Democratic
party, and voting against the bill, he
contended, was keeping his pledge to
connection with his lawyers at Montnoon on a country road five miles from
It. Harris, of Sacramento, formerlyhis state and to the Democratic party attornev
Washington, D. C, Sept. 10. The
Democratic tariff revision bill as it
passed the senate last night, changed
in many particulars from the form In
which it left the house over four
months ago, went back to that body
today and tomorrow will find itB way
into a joint conference committee
where the finishing touches will be
given to it.
The senate stole a march on the
house, when immediately after pass-
ing the bill, it decided to "insist on its
amendments" and ask for a confer-
ence. Under this procedure, when the
bill went to the house today there
was nothing for the house to do but
ver Hazard Perry's victory in the bat-
tle of Lake Erie, and the one hundred
years of peace between the United
Slates and Great Britain was formally
dedicated today by former President
William Howard Taft.
Inaugurating the dedication cere-
monies, cannon boomed at the hour of
the firing of the opening gun of the
battle, one hundred years ago today,
within view of the y shores.
"A century ago today this day was
made famous by a battle," said Mr.
cf Louisiana, which denounced free
real. Failing in this he began his
blind journey when taken by the
sheriff. He had no warrant, but heid
him as a fugitive from justice.
Thaw's lawyers late this afternoon
applied for a writ of habeas corpus
before Superior Judge Chamberlain,
lite judge was busy with another
ciiso, but said he would consider the
matter.
Nellie Barton, a Sacrameto girl, tes- -
here by Sheriff Holnian Drew.
Thaw was in an automobile with
some newspaper correspondents. He
entered the sheriff's car without pro-
test, although the officer had no war-
rant for his arrest.
Thaw was taken to the office of
Thomas Johnson, nn attorney, whom
he retained as his legal adviser.
Thaw lost his hat on the way and
wore a cap borrowed from one of the
newspaper men. His only possession
none has yet pointed out how any
part of the system can be perverted
to political use."
Said he continuing: "I happened to
be present when an eminent banker
suggested such a possibility to the ex-
ecutive chair. 1 shall soon forget the
emphasis with which the president of
the United States declared that no
man would ever be found who would
be willing to imperil his reputation by
so flagrant a prostitution of his high
oflice. The whole fight of the great
bankers is to drive us from our firm
resolve to break down the artificial
connection between the banking busi-
ness of this country and the stock
operations rh the money centers. The
avowed purpose of the bill is to cure
this evil. They do not want existing
arrangements disturbed; they desire
to perpetuate a fictitious system sanc-
tioned by law but condemned by ex-
perience and offensive to the Ameri
sugar in its last convention. Free
sugar, the senator concluded, would
destroy the sugar industry of Louisi-
ana and "deliver the American people
into the hands of a rapacious trust"
With the tariff bill practically out of
the way, President Wilson took up the
currency situation early today with
tilled in the Diggs trial that she was
called to Harris' office by Diggs and
there coached in testimony which she
was to supply Marsha Warrington.
At the request of counsel frtr both
s'des, sentence on Diggs and F. Drew
Caminetti also convicted, was post-
poned, as had been expected, until
Monday.
William A. Heister, the juror who
Sheriff Drew admitted that lie was
holding the prisoner without any war-run- t
and was worried lest he be forced
to release him. Thaw was in his law-jcr'- s
office, technically detained.
Appeal Rejected.
Ottawa, Out., Sept. 10. C. J. Do- -
Taft, "and today we meet to dedicate
a great and beautiful monument to
those who took part.
"In the retrospection of one hundred
years we can weigh its significance.
Nothing has developed In these years
to diminish the courage, patriotism
was a bunch of cigars.
Sheriff Drew wired William Travers
Jerome to come at once to take charge
of the fugitive. When Thaw crossed
the international boundary at 9 o'clock
this morning, for the first time since
the senate steering committee.
Senators Kern, Hoke Smith, Clarke,
Lea. O'Gorman, Owen, Chamberlain, j
Martin, Thomas and Bacon were pres-- ! voted Caminetti guilty and thenthe verdict as a disgrace,
was haled before Judge Van Fleet to
herty as acting minister of the departcut.
Senator Bacon expressed a desire his arrest at Coaticook
ago, he was a free man.
three weeks imeiit, today said he rejected the
stood for peal from the decision of the Immlgra- -can people. A system which
body knows enough about andthat the senate should take a few a few moments, not knowing which tion hoard of inquiry upholding the
way to go, and then asked one of the finding of the board and ordering the
newspaper correspondents who had Ideportation of Thaw forthwith. This
followed him from t'oaticook in an jorder was carried out this morning.
anfr.tttMtilo IT li a niiirtil entar llis PFtr. TM, .P l,..Kau ,,.n,,o wrli tf
promotes stock gambling.
Representative Hayes of California,
ranking Republican member of the
hanklne committee, opening debate
day and severely reprimanded.
"You are absolutely unfit to sit with
intelligent jurors where a man's lib-
erty is at stake," the court told him.,
Heister apologized abjectly.
"Did you say you believed Cam-
inetti innocent and that you did not
want to convict him?" asked Judge
Van Fleet.
"Yes sir, I did," answered Heister
for the Republicans endorsed part of Qn rpachln'g Averill, Thaw attempted prohibition issued at Montreal, said
communicationtne mil. dui auucKeu niu iiuvi.im Rpf m tej(,pj,onic
lowing national DaiiKS oniy nve pe. uh hjg motner and his lawyers at
to accept the amendments or meet the
request of the senate for the appoint-
ment of a house committee. The
move of the senate leaders, while for-
mal in character, saved a day's time
in getting the bill into the joint con-
ference committee.
As it passed the senate, the tariff
bill represents an average reduction
of more than four per cent from the
rates of the original bill that passed
the house, and nearly 28 per cent from
the rates of existing law. In many
important particulars the senate has
changed the bill that passed the
house; and a conference committee of
the two houses will b 'n work
Thursday to adjust these
Leaders of both houses predict that
the conference will consume less than
two weeks' time.
The senate endeavored to hasten, .he
bill on its progress to the White House
by naming its members of the confer-
ence as soon as the bill passed. Vice
President Marshall appointed Senators
Simmons, Stone, Williams and John-
son, Democrats, and Senators Penrose,
Lodge and IaiFollette, Republicans, as
the senate conferees. Senator Stone
weeks' rest before undertaking the
psage of a currency bill, but the pres-
ident, it was said, was determined to
continue his insistence that currency
be disposed of as soon as possible.
The president received from Senator
Owen a poll of the senate Democrats,
which it was said, showed practical
unanimity in favor of going ahead on
currency with all possible speed. Sen-
ator Kern, chairman of the steering
eemmittee, announced that the com-
mittee would meet later today to de-- .
termine on a course of action. -
cent profit, on their investment in tne
federal reserve banks.
Majority Leader Underwood put
Mr. Doherty, did not enjoin the immi-
gration authritiea from taking 1his
stop.
"I Issued the warrant for the depor-
tation of Thaw which has been acted
on this morning. I did it in pursuance
of my duty as acting minister of the
"I only voted to convict him because
through a resolution closing general
Montreal, but was unsuccessful.
the automobile, Thaw
and his newspaper acquaintances
doubled back into Canada for a short
distance and then returned to Ameri-
can territory through Canaan and
needier Falls, Vermont, crossing the
Connecticut river into New Hamp
debate when the house adjourns
anil skill of the commander and his
men as they appeared to their contem-
poraries. But the consequences of
the battle and the war of which it was
one of the few bright spots in a field
of gloom, were Btri kingly beneflcient
and promise to grow even more so in
the second century in which we are
now entering.
"We celebrate the centennial of this
battle, not In the spirit of a triumphal
victory of arms, but in the deep grati-
tude that one hundred years has not.
seen its repetition. No historical re-
view can give as much satisfaction to
him that hope for permanent interna-
tional peace, as the contrast between
the attitude between the two peoples
then and now.
"And so we are here today to mark
the rearing of this beacon light of per-
petual peace. Little could Perry know
in the. struggle that ho had In building (
his puny fleet; In the stress he was
under in the height of battle, in the
victory that he won; In his famous
message to General Harrison that his
work would be remembered fo- - sie
hundred years, as the harblp'' of
perpetual peace: and while we v ler- -
you told me to."
"Do you mean to say," pursued
oiidge Van Fleet, "that this court ever
told you to convict Caminetti or any
one else?"
interior," said Judge Doherty.
"What about the court orders, the
writ of prohibition and the writ ofshire at 10 o'clock. Throughout the
trip Thaw made no attempt to conceal
his identity.
COPPER MINERS STRIKE
ON EIGHTH WEEK
STILL NO ARREST IN NEW
YORK MURDER MYSTERY.
New York, Sept. 10. Inquiry .into
"That is what I understood you to
mean," insisted Heister.
It. is on the contention that Judge
Van Fleet's charge to the jury wasthe murder mystery,' uncovered by blamed that the. defense is seeking an
habeas corpus?" he was asked.
"There has been a good deal of mis-
understanding on these points." re-
plied Judge Doherty. "There was no
of prohibition directed to (he aii-- '
thorities ' who had Thaw in custody.
Af. for the writ of habeas corpus, it
was directed to the officer who had
The first stop in New Hampshire
was made at West Stewartstpwn,,
where Thaw tried again, unsuccessful
the ftnd'ng, last week, of parts of the
dismembered body of an unidentified :;)peal.
girl along the New Jersey shore of ly, to get in touch with his motner
and attorneys.
After leaving Stewartstown, Thaw
slopped at the farm of Mrs. Martha
ONLY THREE MINES IN DISTRICT ARE
NOW PRODUCING AT ALL, AND OUT-
PUT IS ONLY OF NORMAL.
..MANY MINES ARE TIED UP
HOUSE CONCLUDES
ITS LOBBYING
INVESTIGATION
Thow in custody before the board of
inquiry took action. It directed the
the Hudson river, centered in the up-
per west side of this city where it has
been found the pillow slip wrapped
about one part of the body was pur-
chased. From a druggist near the fur-
niture establishment where the pillow
slip was bought, it was learned that a
man in his shirt sleeves and appar
official to produce Thaw on Monday.
'Appleton, where he entered the kitch-- j
en and asked for permission to use
'tl... tnlnnna A tra II ll P filled tO "Ry the operation of the immigra-lat- the energy, the intrepidy, thd pa- -
tlon law. Thaw passed from the pos-- ! trlotlsm. the self sacrifice that brought
session of the officer to whom the writ 'him and his men their great triumphs,Washington,
D. C, Sept. 10.
of James A. Emery today Calumet. Mich., Sept. 10. The Calupurchased concluded the house lobby commit- -ently greatly excited had
toe s Investigation of the alleged in
of habeas corpus had been directed.
He came by operation of the law into
rt.esesion of immigration officials.
There was no court order restricting
them and nothing to prevent them ex
fluence of the National Association of
today we cherish so much its evidence
of American manhood and love of
country as the teaching that its mem-
ory brings to the world of the prac-
tical possibility of unending love and
peace between international
connect, either with Montreal or with
Colebrook, where court was in session
and where he wished to engage a New
Hampshire attorney.
After leaving Mrs. Appleton's farm.
Thaw proceeded about five miles down
the road, when he was arrested by
Sheriff Drew.
Coaticook, Sept. 10. Harry Thaw,
removed from his detention quarters
was a free agent in American terri-
tory, today at noon. Traveling in an
two sheets of tar paper similar to that
with which parts of the torso were
covered. Detectives are investigating
the cases of many girls who have dis-
appeared.
Peter H. Sternmann, the millinery
salesman and eccentric letter-write-
who has sent many rambling missives
ecuting the order for deportation."
withdrew from the committee and Sen-
ator Shivtley was appointed in his
place. The house conferees, it was
reported tonight, will be Representa-
tives Underwood, Kitchin and Rainey,
Democrats, and Payne and Fordnew,
Republicans.
Each house will have an equal vote
in the conference committee even
though each does not name the same
number of conferees.
It wis nearly 5:30 o'clock when the
vice president put the bill upon its
passage. Senator Ashurst, first on
the roll, shouted loudly "Aye" and the
roll call proceeded deliberately until
the clerk called "LaFollette." The
Wisconsin senator seated in the front
row, hesitated a moment. His head
was bowed and resting on his hand.
He leaned forward a trifle and vigor-
ously answered, "Aye."
Instantly the applause broke from
the galleries and senators on the Dem-
ocratic Bide joined in enthusiastic
nearly every Democrat
on the floor participating in the brief
but vigorous demonstration. When
the name of Senator Poindexter, the
met and Hecla Mining company, pro-
ducing today about one-thir- of Its
normal capacity, is the only company
that has been successful in making
any inroads in the copper miners'
strike, which enters its eighth week
tomorrow.
The only other mines producing are
the Superior and Isle Koyale, subsi-
diaries of the Calumet and Hecla and
the Copper Range Consolidated and
Manufacturers with legislation and
preparations were made to begin the
probe into the so called labor lobby.
President Gompers, of the American
Federation of Labor, was summoned
for late today.
Emery referred to a recent publish- -
Everybody Surprised.
Montreal. Sept. in. The members
of Thaw's family and lawyers were
dumfotinded when they learned thatto the authorities, has disappeared as
automobile with a number of Ameri the man had been deported. Said J.mystenousty as ne was reported to ed statement bv GomDers that labor
BONES OF A MAMMOTH
UNEARTHED NEAR BELEN.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 10. N.
I;. Darton, of Washington, geologist,
with the United States bureau of
mines, arrived from Belen yester-
day and reported that Adolph
r.,;n n.nll rannihanl nf
nave Deen rounu oy cuy detectives. had pipr.rp,i sivtPPn men to can newspaper reporters, the Mattea-
- jj. Green, the leader of the Thaw
wan fugitive was dropped over theij-an,- ! nf iawvers: "I can not under- -congress Quincy. These mines are producingpresident's only small tonnageB each day. A total iilordPr by the Canadian authorities it. With a writ of habeas cor- -
"elective wno was sent to and put one man in tne
apprehend Sternmann, at Jamica, L. cabinet.
I., as a material witness, was told by of four thousand seven hundred tons 1() Vermont. Alone, dazed and free helplls , seem8 t ,e utterly impossible
of copper rock Is being brought to the !di(1 not nQV! what to do. The news- - jf0 believe. It certainly is a disgracehis landlady that early today three
surface daily from the shafts now in pappr men following him took him into jlo the country and to your adminis- - t..at Djace a few daws ago made ouite
operation, which is approximately their car and traveled with him. At tratlon of law. All we can do If Thaw
"If the National Association of Man-
ufacturers claimed that it had elected
five men to congress." said Emery,
"the front page of every yellow
journal in the country would have a
haniorrhage tomorrow morning."
an important discovery.
men who described themselves as de-
tectives, woke Sternmann and took
him away. Neither the Brooklyn, the
Manhattan nor the New Jersey police
noon uiej nan ptinoeii Hum .c....w.nm IJBen jorceu across tne ime is 10 ynjp drjving through an arroyointo New Hampshire. As the car pro- - bring the assistant superintendent of . h . ,m.only
one-nint- h of the districts normal
tonnage.
The Mohawk, Wolverine, Ahmeek, gressed the newspaper men reported the immigration department into theknow anything about this affair. mense bone protruding from one ofbut what good willAllouez, Centennial, Osceola, lamar- - Thaw's movements. jcourt of kings. i the caynon walls, and by excavatingack, Franklin, Hancock, Lake and Wi-- i Believing this morning that he was that do us?"
nona mineB are tied up completely oy being kidnaped he resisted forcibly his Jerome Surprised.
only Progressive senator, was reached
and he contributed his vote for the
bill the applause was renewed.
After the vote Senator La Follette
said:
"I realize what I did was a political
j he has unearthed enough bones to
WilMam P'"ove to anyone that he has the out--the strike. removal from Coaticook only to find Manchester, Vt., Sept. 10 -
Sternmann, in his letters, declared
that his daughter Ella had disappear-
ed. Acquaintances of the man, how-
ever, say Ella Sternmann had been
missing for five years and that anoth-
er daughter now is a patient in a
sanitarium.
line of a mammoth.
THE DAY IN CONGRESS
Senate.
Steering committee conferred with
President Wilson, agreed to proceed
Travers Jerome, New York's special Mr. Darton, who Is familiar withrepresentative in the Thaw case, left
that the outcome of his quick dasn
in an automobile to American terri-
tory was to bring him freedom and
place him In the hands of the men who
ARRESTED FOR
MAKING A FILM
sacrifice, but that within me com-
pelled me to vote for the bill.
Manchester at noon by automobile for ralentology. says that the animal in
hi? pristine state would stand easilyNorth Adams. Mass.. where he was no-- !
tified of the arrest of Thaw at Cole-
brook. He said he would go there atUr RuU UVnl their energy to end his case. Thaw
WBg dazed at tne suddenness of events
to currency legislation and conferred
on plan of action.
Committee investigating West Vir-
ginia strike continued to take testi-
mony.
House.
"The tariff bill of 1909, was but little
short of a crime; the bill passed today
is not a Democratic measure but it is
a Progressive measure. Every change
once.
QACRETARY LANE NOT
DANGEROUSLY ILL.
Berkeley, Cal., Sept. 10. Dr. Fred-- j
eric Lane, brother of Secretary of the
Interior Franklin K. Lane, said last
of the morning; without his array of Before leaving here Mr. Jerome held
legal counsel he did not know where a )ong telephone conference with Atmade by the finance committee was
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 10. Samuel H.
London, a New York and El Paso law-
yer, representing a Hebrew society of
national standing, in gathering evi
Agreed to close debate on adminis-
twenty-fiv- e feet hight. One Bection
ot a leg bone stands six feet high and
is one foot in diameter.
The exhibit so far unearthed
weighs about 300 pounds. It was
found buried about ten or twelve feet
teneath the surface and when the
whole pile of bones can be dug out,
will show a well defined animal. Sec-
tions of the back bone and ribs are
exceptionally well preserved.
to turn for advice. After a brief y General Cannodv of New Yorkmade by way of adjustment to a pro u;ght the secretary's condition was not tratlon ourrency biI, Saturday night suggesting that the New York authori
dence against white slavery, was ar
rested here today with several em
sulfation with the newspaper men, the
automobile hired by the reporters
with Thaw in it went into Vermont.
Armed with written orders to de-
port Thaw issued by Chief Justice
oci.uub a..u inaL u. uuuapsB and ho( day and nght gpsslons meaI1.
while reviewing the admission day while.
parade in Oakland was largely due to Representative Esch introduced a
overwork and the strain of the long bill to authorize the interstate com- -
ties ask for Thaw's apprehension as a
fugitive from justice.
He expressed great surprise that the
Canadian officials had not notified him
of their intention to deport Thaw. He
ployes on a charge of making immoral
moving pictures. They were making
tour he had been making in the west. merce commission to compel installa- a picture in imitation of El Paso's Doherty of Ottawa, Blake Robertson
'H rmiprvnHnn with severaltion of automatic train stops.Dr. Lane said it would be necessary
Merely for his brother to rest quietly
8t the Lane home here for several:
days. He said the secretary had
been subject to slight attacks of bean
trouble in the last two years.
assistant superintendent of immigra-
tion, came unheralded to Coaticook
last night. Accompanied by his subor-
dinates and two policemen, Robertson
went to Thaw shortly before 8 o'clock
this morning. They found Thaw about
to start what he calls his day's walk.
WALL STREET.
women and men posing as habitues
of the district. Mr. London claims the
film is being made to show to civic
societies in a crusade against white
slavery.New York, N. V., Sept. 10 The He sayB he has already made other
tective basis, except such as free wool
and free sugar, which were determined
upon outside.
"They treated the agricultural
schedule, I regret to say, on a free
trade 'basis, and I would have re-
tained more duty on cutlery and Bome
other articles on which there is no
data, in order to be sure not to ruin
American production. Give the Dem-acra-
time and they will put every-
thing on a free trade basis, but they
have not done it in this bill."
Senator Poindexter said of his vote:
"I voted for the senate tariff bill
because it is as a whole a better bill
than the Payne-Aldric- h law now In
force. Furthermore, it contains an
Income tax which we "have been try-
ing to get for twenty years.
"Some of its rates are too high,
anr some too low but its aneral av-
erage on manufacturers is high
enough. Its classification is far from
learned that notification was sent to MEXICAN ENVOY
the authorities at Island Point, Ver- - ARRIVES AT WASHINGTON,
mont, but so late, he said, as to make , anuel
I impossible for any one to reach Zam former Mexican ambassa.Norton Mills in time to arrest Thaw. (q he Unfed stoppe(J her(J
todav on his way to New York, whereJerome Enroute. he gay8 he ha8 private business.
Greenfield, Mass.. Sept. 10 Unac- - A beggar has nothing to give," was
companied by any one except a repre- - j,j8 cryptic response to questions. The
sentative of the railroad, Win. T. Je- - fprmer ambassador said he expected
rome left here at 4:15 today in a spe-- 10 proCeed to New York in a day or
clal train for Colebrook. N. H. He ex-- two
pected to reach Colebrook in about , officially it is understood, Zama-fou- r
hours. ' rona came tn continue the negotia
market closed strong. Optimistic re-- 1 sections of the film in New York and Robertson as spokesman for the group
view of conditions by trade authori- - IfUiinneo. showine the arrival and dis-- ! told Thaw that he had orders to deport
MEXICAN GOVERNOR
ARRESTED IN SAN DIEGO
San Diego, Cal., Sept. 10. Miguel tributlon of foreign girls into slavery
Gomez, governor of Lower California, He and five of his company paid $100
each in fines in the police court and
left El Paso at noon for New York.
him to Vermont. Thaw could not have
been more surprised had he been told
that lie was scot free. Robertson or-
dered him to get ready for the trip as
an auto was waiting for a dash to the
ties and the moderate contraction in
unfilled orders shown by the United
States Steel statement "created inter-
est in the independent Industrial
slocks, which rose smartly. Brisk
huvlncr a tti in trr onma rt ihti laoirorHci
was arrested in this city today, foi
carrying a couceajed weapon.
Two policemen noticed a big bulge border. Thaw's surprise changed to
anger In a moment and picking up a tions which John Lind began, provid-
-
"BIG TIM" SULLIVAN
IS STILL MISSING.
over the governor's right pocket.hip jlu "he raiIroad e8peciaIly SouthernOne of them thrust his hand under GOES TO JAIL RATHER
THAN SURRENDER BOOKS.the Mexican executive's coat and
Pacific, which rose to above 92. Union
Pacific also went a point higher, reach-
ing 155.
ed the American government decided
to receive him and the Huerta gov-
ernment accedes to the conditions
which will be imposed.
drew out a .44 caliber revolver. They
then escorted him to the police sta
bottle he hurled it at Robertson. The
missile went wide of its mark and
crashed through a window and broke
on the roadway outside. Robertson
and his men seized the prisoner and
forcibly ejected him from the room.
As Thaw was bodily carried to the
New York, Sept. 10. Congressman
"Big Tim" Sullivan, who disappeared
from his brother's home a week ago
yesterday with only a dollar in his
pocket was still missing this
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 10.
Rather than surrender the books of
the Western Fuel company to Judge
Dopling of the United States district
court. David C. Norcross, secretary of
tion.
Governor Gomez, much irritated,
explained, through an interpreter,
who he was. He was released and the
weapon returned to him. auto he kicked and fought his captors.He thought he was being kidnaped. J the company, gave himself up today to
. . .... ... the United States marshal. Judge
TEXAS ATTORNEY DicS
SUDDENLY ON VISIT.
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 10.
Waller Baker, aged 55, a prominent at-
torney of Waco, Texas, was stricken
on the street here last night and died
on the way to the hospital. A cur-
ious feature in connection with the
case is that Baker's pocket was found
to be turned inside his coat. Police
uonertson assured mm tne proceei,
scientific, but not more so than the ex-
isting law.
When the vote had been announced
Senator Gallinger, of New Hampshire,
leader of the minority, was recognized
and congratulated Senator Simmons
for "courteous, kindly and considerate
manner," In the conduct of the debate.
He said he knew of no tariff fight
characterized by such good feeling
throughout and attributed it to the
personality of Senator Simmons.
"The bill Itself is bad," he said
MEXICO WILL FORESTALL
DEMONSTRATIONS SEPT. 16.
Mexico City. Mex.. Sept. 10. WMth
the object of forestalling possible dem-
onstrations against foreigners during
the celebration of independence day
on September IB, Dr. Aureliano Urra-tia- ,
the minister of the interior, today-sen- t
telegrams to the governors of all
the Mexican states, urging them to
take appropriate and energetic meas-
ures to prevent disorder.
DECREASE IN UNFILLED
AUGUST STEEL TONNAGE.
New York, N. Y., Sept. 10. The un-
filed tonnage of the Tnited States
REPUBLICAN COLLECTOR
DISMISSED BY McADOO.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 10. Collec-
tor of customs Pendleton, at Los An-
geles, California, was dismissed today
by Secretary McAdoo because he re-
fused to resign. John B. Elliott, of
Los Angeles, was nominated to suc-
ceed him.
Pooling held him in contempt and
sentenced him to jail until such time
as the books be produced, but later
released him on $3,000 bonds, pending
habeaB corpus proceedings. Norcross
already was under a $2,000 fine for a
similar offense.
ings were entirely all right and that
his efforts were futile. With the pris-
oner safe, the entire party, policeman
and all entered the car and were whirl-
ed away to the border. A lot of spec-
tators gathered quickly outside the
building. None of the lawyers here
One hundred dol- -Steel corporation on August 31. are investigating,
totaled 5.223-.4G- tons, a decrease ofjlars are missing. He was visiting his
'5,888 tons over July. his brother, Jas. D. Baker.
kL1L
I
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Good Time Now
for Blood Health
RESOLVED
We --stand behindOUR GOODS AND WEI
MAKE GOOD ON EVERY
DEAL - OUR. GOODS
MAKE COOP Took
Care to clt that
KIND
Warm Days and Proper
Help do Wonders for
the Blood.
vlronment, but remains dully and
stupidly honest almost without know-
ing why. He avoids crime because he
likes to fear God without trembling.
Very different from either of these
is the man whose mental sanity is
above proof, but whose moral fibre
in the fourth dimension of calculus.
He shuns crime simply because it
does not look good to him. When he
meets with a crime that does look
good, he sees It as his chance and
takes the chance. There is ho resist-
ance. He is as unresourceful as a
child who has found a jam pot. He
sighs contentedly and eats the jam.
This type of man does not always op- -
WHY IS A CONVICT?
DISCUSSED BY
ONE OF THEM
NO 3156 GIVES A LITTLE INSIDE IN-
FORMATION ON THE SUBJECT AND
THE POSSIBILITIES OF THE ROAD
CAMP AS A SANITARIUM FOR
True Rocky Ford
Cantaloupes
Crystal Butter, 2 lbs. 65c
IS
S
,1 CRIMINALLY AFFECTED.
enly become a criminal. Sometimes
he is able to satisfy his ambitions
through legitimate channels. What-- !
ever morality he appears to possess
Ua nf a nupllHhla nnulttv Tt in i,tINTER GROCERY GO WANTS LAMY ROAD
CALLED "FIELDINGS MILE"
A few doaes of that wonderful blood
respect for the law, it is respect for
self interest. Like a steam shovel he
I provided with a large firm under-ja-
that is admirably adapted to thePHONE 40. task of supplying bim with the nece-
ssities of life.(By No. 3156, N. M. Penitentiary.)
ad as origin
S. S. H., will start activities in
tiie cellular tissues of the body and
i oon show decided ehanfres In the skin.
The skin is but a fine network of tiny
lood vessels, and the specific action of
S. S. Is declared to be a pronounced
s imulation of the activity of these
i ; Us. Certain It is that in a surpris-
ingly short time any skin eruption
Ftiuws a most remarkable change; it
1, i Kins to dry up; the skin scales off
in tiny flecks, and soon a layer of
i,t ir. healthy and firm tissue results.T'le reason for this is In the peculiar
stimulation of S. S. 8 which enables
the cells in the skin to select from the
blood the nutriment It requires for
I I generation.
This fact has been demonstrated year
in and year out in a wonderful number
of ca.ses of severe skin diseases that
had seemed to be incurable.
In,, nn nhlnin S S flt flnv Well
planned is finished. 1 wish that it
might be officially named "Fielding's
Mile." For seven years Jerry had
been making a man's tight against
tuberculosis. Now the battle is end-
ed. We shall not see him again on
this slope of the big divide; but there
in a kindly remembrance of Jerry
three types, let us return to the con-
vict and the average criminal who is
sure sooner or later to become a con-
vict. His moral fibre (if Indeed he
possesses any) is pretty well out of
commission, and his mental equip-
ment is not all that it ought to be.
He can live an upright life if he de-
termines to do so, thus proving theFielding in the heart of every convict
WHAT MORE CAN A HARDWARE MERCHANT DO THAN TO MAKE
GOOD? MAKE GOOD ON HIS STATEMENTS ABOUT HIS STOCK. WE
ARE PREPARED TO SHOW THAT WE CAN MAKE GOOD. WE KNOW
WHAT TO BUY FOR YOU AND WHERE TO BUT IT. WE HAVE THE
BEST HARDWARE THAT CAN BE SECURED AND WE KNOW THAT WE
ARE OFFERING IT AT FAIR, SQUARE PRICES. WE ARE PREPARED
TO MAKE GOOD ON EVERY SALE, BECAUSE OUR HARDWARE IS THE
RELIABLE KIND. WE WILL SATISFY YOU; TRY US.
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 8S MAIN.
oal JKffVffifthE Wood
SWASTIKA' LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERR1LL0S LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma ATenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
in the camp. He was overcome by a possibility or reform; but unless some
hemorrhage of the lungs while in thing gives him an impulse towards
charge of the work one Wednesday 'right living, his mental equipment does
forenoon. 1101 eirnuie nun 10 percejve me lony ... . - .
, nf crime anrl hm mnrnl emiinment "CKea arug store, u you ".T"you are not talked intoThursday morning George
with him to the sanitarium at Las does not enable him to feel Its repu- - something "just as wood. PHONE 14."IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."PHONE 14.
Vegas. Friday night he died. We
shall miss him. He was one of the
diation of God. He is often an enter-- , s. S. S. Is prepared by tne swirt
clAc Co 180 Swift Bid. Atlanta Ga.fellow to meet He may filch Write for Iheir Illustrated book onyour pockets while he Is regaling you Bkln diseases,
with the latest gossip from the society j -
best of men.
The work will be continued under
the management of Mr. Richard New,
who has been road foreman at San
Marciai for a number of months. An
for analytical research Into the mo N'orthern Railroad, near here,
tives and perquisites of crime. A Mueller and his wife had been work-
man may not be wholly lost with ap-in- at Sanborn, N. D. In order toNEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE parently nothing but a sense of hu-- , save money Muellar declared he beatother half mile has been Burveyed that IGHTwill extend the road into Lamy. The mor standing between him and the his way to his home in Milwaukee, butROSWELL, NEW MEXICO. finished work was done within the threat of perdition. He is not as flowed his wife to ride,green as he looks, nor as black as he: whie pndeavorills to squeeze him-i-spainted by the attorney for the isfelf between the vestibule connections
prosecution; but he certainly needs to tne C1U.S banged together and he washave a little repair work done on his fataIlv cmslKed. The 'train stopped
j estimated cost $2,000. If the work
done by the convicts had to be paid
! for at the usual rates, the cost would
be more than doubled. As the half
moral nDer. I do not neeci to remind at FrjdIeyi Mjnnii nnd he was rescued,
you that no wonderful triumph of but hB djed snortly afterward,
modern surgery is a finer thing than
mile remaining will be practically all
done by them. the proportion of saving
will be still greater. Sort of enter-
taining angels unawares.
George is the angel of bridge and
concrete construction. John is a
Dutch angel from Raton who works
GREAT DOINGS AT
SAN DIEGO FAIR
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-
ODS,IN Electricity plays a most impor-
tant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-
ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes Is very much to b
desired.
the mending of a bent or broken moral
fibre.
What I have been hastening for-
ward to is this, a sane man never bu!- -
his head agaltiRt a stone wall; and
crime is just that, butting against a
stone wall, yet the criminal is not in-
sane.
Another problem. Let us have pa- -
around everywhere and likes to boss,
i Mendez you can't call Mendez an
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecoi
VIley.3,700feetaboveelevel,
unshtne every day. Open air
work throughout the entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL, euch as cannot be found
'
elsewhere In America. Four- -
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Begems :
E. A. CAHOON, President,
j. E. RHEA,
J. p. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POM, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
r Tot particulars and Illustrated ,
address,
COL. JAS. W. W1LLS0N, Supt.
San Diego. Cal., Sept. 10. San
Diego, Cal., is to see the reproduction
of the caravels of Columbus, the
Santa Maria, the Pinta and the Nina,
and the harbor of San Diego is to be
the first one on the Pacific coast of thetience, we may be able to solve thisone. I have met people who had the j United States to hail them, after they
angel, he puts the finishing touches
on the road, having the best eye for
rounding up and smoothing the last
rough places, almost sandpapering
them with the deft touches of a mas-
ter workman polishing the surface of
a violin. Big uncouth, untutored Men-
dez, hearing the music of the road;
trying to learn with a pick and shovel,
some of the harmonies of life.
You perceive that this is going to
be a serious letter. Part of my last
have passed through the Panama
canal.
temerity to say that a hen is to lay
eggs and hatch chickens, and that
Ann is eighteen years old; and to These reproductions of the caravels j
11 f stand firm on these hypotheses againstall argument. There is something in nf Columbus, constructed for the
the way a thing is stated, put it like
this: The criminal is not insane, but P EEow, one was so frivolous mat tne eunor he lacks that which enables others toobtain the sane results of right living.had to blue pencil it. It was some-
thing about the benign influence of That is the point I wish to emphasize
the criminal's lack of equipment.ithe sedentary posture causing surplus
World's Columbian exposition in Chi-
cago in 1893, have been in Jackson
park, in Chicago ever since that time,
but on the fifteenth of the present
month they left the Jackson park la-
goon, and really started on their long
journey to the Pacific coaBt. They
were first taken to the dry dock at
South Chicago, where they will re-
main until they are made entirely sea-
worthy.
From Chicago the little fleet will
proceed to Boston, and there they will
tie up for the winter. In the spring
they will be manned by crews of stud
energy to percolate through the miud
and but I see where he was right, for
I was foolish enough to let my flunkey
read the copy before I sent it in, and
he hasn't done a thing since but mope
around with a soulful expression on
his face as if he were momentarily ex- -
I wish to combat the idea that there
is anything abnormal about him. All
of his attributes are human attributes,
unrestrained sometimes, because of
his lack of the moral fibre and mental
sanity that enable others to restrain
tlienmelves. Think of a wagon with alenver&Rio Grande R.R
IS QUITE SO
NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat
pecting a great inner light to burst j broken wheel, of a chain with its
forth and illuminate his pathway j weakest mk. of a cripple at a mara- -
ents from Harvard and begin tneir
long cruise. It is planned to skirt the
Atlantic, stopping at San Salvador, the
first land discovered by Columbus, and
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.13.15s
thon and you will get closer to the
criminal than by trying to think of
something outside of nature. Then,
having accepted this more lenient
view, that the criminal is just a rath-
er ordinary human being running wild
through lack of restraint which his
mental and moral equipment do not
provide, and deciding as you must,
that the best thing to be done for
what ails him is to strengthen his
equipment, you naturally look about
for the best possible repair shop.
The road camp is not so bad. There
is something in the air of the open
camp that helps a whole lot. It would
seem almost as if the Creator had
here built a sanitarium already to our
hands. The blue sky is its roof, the
straight to the realm of the high
brows. I tell him to cut it out, that
it don't work on everybody; hut he
grins fatuously aud says that it just
suits him. I hate to bawl him out
about it because I know he is fond of
me from the way he loves to sit
around and watch me work.
I am not sure but that all of this
nonsense, and the nonsense of my for-
mer letters has had a serious purpose
beneath it. Perhaps I have wished
that you should know us better. Last
week I spoke of the strange unwilling-
ness of a convict to admit, even to
himself, that he is the same as other
convicts are supposed to be.
Now if every convict knows that
he is not really a genuine all wool
and a yard wide convict, why then
there aren't any, don't you see? Some
ACCOUNT OF
then on to Panama and through the
canal.
Doubtless the little vessels will be
compelled to stop at some Pacific port
on the west, coast of Central America
or Mexico for supplies, but the first
stop on American soil after their pass-
age through the canal will be at San
Diego.
Andrew Kaul, of Boston, a Harvard
man, is behind the movement to bring
the caravels to the Pacific coast for
the expositions in 1915. He has fur-
nished the Jackson park authorities
a sufficient bond to insure their re-
turn to Chicago. Winfleld Hogaboom
of the San Diego exposition, has taken
up the matter of entertainment of the
crews of the ships while they are in
San Diego harbor, with Mr. Kaul, and
has been assured that the fleet will
stop in San Diego harbor for a suff-
icient time to permit of proper and fit-
ting ceremonies, in connection with
the Panama-Californi- a exposition in
San Diego.
ST FARESis MM
COLORADO-NE- W MEXICO
FAIR AND INDIAN CARNIVAL
Date of Sale, Sept. 21 to 25, '13, inclusive.
Return Limit, Sept. 29th.
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.
thing like how old is Ann, or why is a
jhen?
Let's try to work it out. A convict
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT, N. M AND RETURN, $11.10.
I
is Innocent because ahem! I am
afraid that I can't do it in my head,
if I had a slate and pencil now let's
see, a convict is innocent because, no,
of now we shall get it. A convict is
innocent of any pernicious intention
or desire to be adjudged guilty! But
that is just where we started. Shucks!
it can't be done. How old is Ann any-
way! And yet I don't like to leave
him there; because, hang, it all, you
see it leaves me there.
Some help may be had from a glance
at th trnnii citizen tpmntpil in nil
I.
plains and valleys are its floors, the
mountains are its walls, wild flowers
are its mural decorations. Antiseptic
with the sweet breath of the pines,
cheerful with the songs of birds, the
sun to mellow some of the bitter of
the pill, the stars to promise a return
of sanity. The state will furnish picks
and shovels with which the patients
may amuBe themselves eight hours a
day, lest the time drag, and a little
food to sustain life during the period
of recovery. If all cases favorably re-
ported as requiring treatment were to
be sent to this sanitarium, a glimpse
of criminal trial might be something
like this. The jury haB returned from
its deliberations. Its members face
the court and bow their heads in sil-
ence, meaning by this that the diag-
nosis is approved. Children like to do
that rather than speak of painful
things. In this court it would be con-
sidered rude to say, "We the jury find
the prisoner guilty as charged in the
indictment."
Then the count turns towards the
invalid. There is a smile on the
court's face. It is a fatherly smile or,
The
Best
Route
lor"Good Morning,
I Am Opportunity!"
Here he is right at your
door step lifting his hat polite
' West
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
points as we are yet not a criminal,
j Satan shows him all the cities of the
earth and they look good to him
York, London, Paris. He might even
find a little diversion in Berlin, whose
inhabitants are said to feel that it is
their solemn duty to be gay. It would
be so easy for him to see them all on
some one else's money ! But he does
L. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
IT WILL BE A GREAT
STATE FAIR
THAT WILL BE HELD AT
ALBUQUERQUE
OCTOBER 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
not do it. Something stops him.
What? Why how should I know? But
I am going to hazzard a guess. It
must be "a little copper contrivance"
that acts like a gyroscope and keeps
a brotherly smile or, perhaps by that
time It will be a sisterly smile. Any
way the court says, "Well Frank,"
(or Charlie, or Congressman, as the
case may be) "you appear to have
succumbed to the overstrain of your
him on the level whenever he is in-- j
clined to lean towards the abyss, t See
the latest society novel on the hero
CORRJCK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
environments. I am sorry. You have
my sympathy and my best wishes for
ly and asking you to let him
in.
He is coming to you through
the advertising In today's SAN-
TA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Will you read the message he
has for you?
Will you open the door and
let him in?
It used to be that you always
had to seek opportunity but
that is not always the case now-
adays.
Opportunity is a hustling chap.
He is modernized. He uses air-
ships and telephones, automo-
biles and advertising.
He wants you to take him in
and he frankly says so.
Unlike a pretty and diffident
Miss he is eager to be embraced.
The advertising columns in
the daily newspapers are Op-
portunity's mouthpiece. He
knows people read newspapers
and believes In them.
So he chooses the easiest way
to reach you!
Meet him half way read the
advertisements In today's NEW
MEXICAN.
Opportunity Is a guest who
pays his way liberally.
ine s strange whirl of emotions ). If
I had only had one of them! I might
now be going about glorifying myself
because of my manifold virtues, in-
stead of being here counting the days
your future welfare. It has been de-
cided that you require treatment for
extreme lassitude of the moral mem-
branes. I am going to send you tom THE ONE BIG FAIR THATALWAYS MAKES GOOD ! !913 the road camp for a reBt cure." Thenuntil I can make parole.
Translated into terms of flesh and
blood and their psychological affini Telephone 9 W104 DON GASPER ST.
PREMIUMS
EXHIBITS
SPORTS
CROWDS
PURSES
RACES
GOODGOODGOOD
the sheriff who undoubtedly has one
of the little copper contrivances up
his sleeve, beckons, and the patient
goes smilingly away to be cured.
WIFE IN PULLMAN
MAN ON BUMPERS
ties, whatever that means, the little
copper contrivance is moral fibre
and mental sanity. The man who is
equipped with both of these shuns
crime like a man who has just paid
ten cents for a shine shuns a muddy MULLIGAN & RISING,
street crossing.
YOU WILL BE A WELCOME VISITOR
ONE FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP.
Write for a Premium List to
FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER, : : ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
Minneapolis. Minn., SepL 10. While FUNERAL DIRECTORShis wife was riding at ease in a PullThere is another good citizen whopossesses a serviceable ready to wear
moral fibre because he was born that
way; but his mentality is at low ebb.
man, James Mueller, of Milwaukee, License Numbers, (647. -:-- Day or Night Phone, IJO Main.
Next Door to Postoff ice.Wis, was killed riding the bumpers
on the Oriental Limited of the GreatHe is not materially affected by en--j
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HOTEL ARRIVALS. MODERN ADAM, ALONE IN THE WILDERNESS, IS HOMESICK
De Vargas.
C W. Mills, Springer.
Amy Huffman, Indianapolis
He Longs For the Old Life, the Civil
ized Life, the Life of Today.hid.
Special Correspondence,
Skowhegan, Me., Sept. IK. Having
conquered the wilderness, the ".Modern
Adam'' is ulinost conquered by home-- i
HieknesH.
Hirchbark letters, written in char-jeoa- l
by the light of a bear's grease
(candle have carried to civilization the
.story of the third week that .Joseph
jKnowles, the Boston artist, lias spent
in the Maine woods.
J. McCracken, Kl I'aso.
Mrs. John Pearson and children.
Taos.
Mrs. ,f. West and son, Humboldt.
Ariz.
W. S. Patterson, Albuquerque.
Lilliam Martin, Albuquerque.
E. H. Corneyy, Alamosa, Colo.
Chas. A. Roberta, Rosebud.
G. M. Oakley. Carlsbad.
Amado Chaves, New Mexico.
W. E. Kelly, Socorro.
B. W. Martin. Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Eldodt, Chamita.
Montezuma.
C. C. Catron, City.
to 1713 Genesee St., Kansas City. Mb,
Wool Quotations.
, For Colorado. New Mexico, Utah,
;and Texas wools: Light .Medium, , Hi
'to 2c per 11).; Light Fine, 14 to 37c;
Heavy Fine, 11 to 14c; Angora Mo-- ;
hair, 12 mo., 2." to 31k;.
j Hides.
Green salt natives, So. 1.. 13c lb.;'
Green salt, natives. No. 2, 1e; Side
brands, over 40 In. tlat, 13c; part cured
(hides less than cured; uneured
hides, flat, 7 green horse bides,
i$2.2." to $3.75 each; dry flint hides,
'22 to 21c per lb.: dry salt hides, 16
to
j Pelts.
Dry full wool sheep pelts, ID to 12(
(lb; green salt sheep pells, 50c to $1.21
(each; Angora goat skins, 15 to 75c;
(Tallow, No. 1, 0 No. 2, 5
Grease, white, C yellow, 5
Beeswax, bright, 25 to 3ie.
j Scrap Iron.
Country junk iron. $G to $10.50 per
ton.
Bones.
Country Junk bleached bones, $14
to $2.0 per ton.
He went there naked without food,
jtool or weapon, to prove that modern
'man can still Jive the primitive life
of his remote ancestors. And he has
endured three arduous weeks of forest
A tNEW MEXIO&N PRINTING CO.
U Local Agents lo; j
j "Elastic" Bookcase LI
y and Desk combined. JPipBSffl y
tive. We want to sow you JjHllj fl j
b'u'j- - CiJJw?te or phone
JpW"
"""Wg
81
V-l- fti
T THE AMERICAN I I
JBkX WATERMARK ' '
'ills. (trade markIy J mm?k-wate- jl f;yv-x-xXS:- $ be:'st"" j
life with steady Improvement in his
circumstances.
'But harder than the securing of
clothing, food, fire, lodging and tools
has been his fight against loneliness
he longing for the human fellowship
i of home and civilization.
He longs to hear again human
voices to talk with civilized beings,
to hear the hum of mad-mad- e modern
DEMING SCHOOLS
ARE CROWDED
ilife. In the smoke wreaths of his
campfire he sees the dream faces of
those he loves those he left behind
when he desertpd the civilized world.
In the forest, he says, he can take
Albert Clancy. City.
Chas. Siringo, City.
Ted Houton, Mexico City,
Pablo Mnrtnez, Namhe.
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
Mrs. T. W. Dwire, Taos.
Agnes L. Dwire, Taos.
C. C. Davidson. Tucumcari.
AV. IT. Forbes, I'r.. Albuquerque.
K. L. I.ovp and wife, Hagerman.
George K. Gordon, Trinidad, Colo.
Jose L. Iluran. Trinidad, Colo.
John MacLean. Pueblo.
J. P. Bain, San Francisco.
II. T,. Davis, Roswell.
M. E. Crumley, Albuquerque.
E. J. O'Brien, New York.
R. Fowler, New York.
H. Roy Allen, Socoro.
Coronado.
A. E. Al. G. Barnes Circus,
L. Coleman. St. Louis.
F. C. McKane, Denver.
F. K. Lansing. Canon City, Colo.
C. Mantoya, Pojuaque.
Fred McCllntock, Gallup.
Jose Montoya, Golireta.
Domingo Martinez, Glorieta.
Jose L. Montoya, Glorieta.
Nicolas Baca, El Paso.
a good view or civilization. Never
before did he realize the wide gult
that lies between this primitive life
that our ancestors lived and the high
IF,YOU BUSINESS MEN
Doming, N. M., Sept. 10. Despite
the fact that Deming has the largest
and finest school buildings In the
state, the opening of our city schools
found everything crowded to the
doors. Tho high school shows an in-
crease of over 20 per cent over open-
ing day last year and more coming
all the time. The grades are simply
pwamped, it being necessary to estab-libi- t
two rooms for several of the
lower grades. Superintendent J. B.
Taylor, who for several years has
been recognized as one of the leading
educators of the southwest, com-
mences his third year today, assisted
by a corps of trained Instructors from
i
i
plane of civilized life that people are
living in the world today.
Knowles' third week brought him
up against the hardest practical prob-
lem he has yet faced skinning and
dressing the bear he had caught in a
pit.
It is hard enough to skin a bear
with a good knife. And Knowles had
not even a bit of sharp iron, glass,
tin or flint. So he went at the bear
with stones ground on uu edge by
rubbing.
It took him hours to break the com
only realized the business-buildin- g power of first-cla- ss
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And. if you wanted to make your business stationery
10091 efficient, you would specify
the best colleges and universities of
the United States, including S. J.$100 Reward, $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at leaat paratively tender skin inside one
Fa ley, A. B., O. W., Ph. D., B. S.;
Misses Edna A. Poe, Una Bedichek,
Fsther Livingston, Alice F. Donald-
son, .Tosie Goodding, Mrs. Allie Steck-er- .
Misses Martha Ede, Margaret
Goebel, Rhynette Trowbridge, Imo- -
foreleg. After laboring a whole day.
one dreaded disease that science haft
j been able to cure in all its stages, and
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Id
(the only positive cure now known to
stopping often to rest or sharpen his
rude stone knife, he had removed the
skin "with more fat and meat thanCPPM BOND skin."the medical fraternity. Catarrh beinga constitutional disease, requires a Three more days were required toconstitutional treatment. Hall's
a,esB u,e w,tn 11 8tone "nrCatarrh Cure is taken internally, ac- - ,
gene Kaiser, Atalina Marrufo, Char-
lotte Gauss, Violet Bonham, Edna
Vatkins, Mrs. Alice Smith, Miss Ger-
trude Klotz, Mrs. Richard Bodyfleld
and Miss Victoria Evans, with Clyde
Earl Ely instructor In Journalism.
A regular opening day program of
unusual excellence was given Monday,
Hh Superintendent Taylor as master
aim to wmp me meat. Aiost ot inejing directly upon the blood and mii
jcous surfaces of the system, there
(Fac-Simi- Water-Mar-
The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.
meat he hung in his "smoke hole";
some of it he roasted and ate.
Up to this time the artist had sub-
sided on berries, fish and frogs' legs.
A night or two later he was awaken-
ed by the noise of some prowling
THE FACES OF THOSE I"IN THE SMOKE WREATHS I SEE
LOVE."
by destroying the foundation of the
disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitu-
tion and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietros have so mucit
of ceremonies. The vast audience
joined in singing "America," afterburning brand and rushed toward it it and discovered that it was a por- -
creature, and saw two eyes glaringlThe animal seemed in the darkness cupine. He spent the next morningfaith in Its curative powers that theyioffer One Hundred Dollars for any beyond the campfire. He seized to be a bear cub. He tried to catch pulling quills out of his legs.
Just specify COUPON BOND today
(case that It fails to cure. Send for iiatAnd See the 0f testimonials.
j Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To-- i
ledo. Ohio. WALL STREET.CANNED EGGS ARE 0. K., SAYS UNCLE SAM--WHE- N THEY
ARE CANNED THE WAY HE CANS 'EM.
difference. - Let us show you samples.
NEW MEXICAN PRIN TING COMPANY, AGEN"'!.
8anta Fa. N. M.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
v hlcli Hon. John Corbett, mayor of
reining, pave a most interesting ad-
dress on "The Relation of City Gov-
ernment to School Government" The
mayor has seen New Mexico with no
organized school system at all and the
history ot rapid development that he
gave was of Intense interest. He
urged vocational training in connec-
tion with high school work and was
gratified to know that the Demies
board of education has always started
the ball rolling in that direction. A
very able and scholarly address was
given by A. A. Temke, president of the
From 5S to 73 degrees was the range
in temperature yesterday; the aver--
age relative humidity was 64 per
cent. Yesterday was generally a clear
day with showers in the distance, in
the west and north. The temperatureX
at S a. m. today was 52 degrees. In
other cities as follows:
Amarillo, 62; Bismarck, 54; Boise
42; Cheyenne, 52; Dodge City, 60;
Durango, 44; Flagstaff, 44; Grand
Junction. 56; Helena, 40; Kansas City,
Deming chamber of commerce, upon
"The Public Schools, Deming's Great-
est Asset." "Some plans of the pres-
ent board of education" were very
clearly and concisely given by O. II.
Cooper, president of the board. A
paper of exceeding interest was read
by Mrs. O. H. Cooper, president of the
patron's club, which works in bar- -
70; Lander, 42; Txis Angeles. 62:
Morinna, 4S; Phoenix, 72; Portland.
50; Pueblo, 54; Rapid City, 56; Rose-burg- ,
42; Roswell, 62; Salt Lake, 54;
San Francisco, AO; Spokane, 40; Tono- -
Lniony with the board of education andNewMexico StateFair pah, 60; Winnemucea, 46.Local Data.Highest temperature this date lastyear, 73; lowest, 46. Extreme this date.
41 years' record, highest, S6, in 1S79;
lowest, 41, in 1880.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Tonight
generally fair; Thursday threatening
with probably local showers and
teachers. Willard E. Holt, secretary
of the board of education, spoke of
"What Deming and the Mimbres Val-U- y
Citizens Expect of Public School
Tfachers." An instructive and enter-
taining address was given by County
Superintendent Grace G. Goebet on
the "County High School" that has
just been established In this county
with only two dissenting votes. Clyde
Earl Ely, head of the new department
of journalism, gave a very concise ad-
dress upon the purposes of the depart-
ment in the public schools. Instru-
mental and vocal music of a very high'
ALBUQUERQUE cooler.For New Mexico: Fair In southwest
portion: local thunder showers in
north and east portions tonight or
Thursday.
Conditions.
High barometer dominates the
western states this morning, except
October 6,7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1913. f
order, was given by Misses Katherine
Wamel, lone Hodgdon and Mary Kent.for a slight area of relatively low
pressure over Arizona and southernAn immense display of Farm Prod California. Much cooler weather has- 1 C4 1 L I V A"L. c? r . .
overspread the northwest, with tem
peratures near the frost line in Mon
The Deming schools have for sev-
eral years been on the approved uni-
versity list and now they are on the
approved list of the United govern-
ment department of education. Dem- - .,
Ing don't know how to do, anything
tut right.
tana, northern Wyoming and eastern
Washington and Oregon. Rather high
o.,CCp, owme, and Pet Stock, Vegetables, Fruits,Grains and Grasses, Farm Machinery, Wagons, Au-
tomobiles, Carriages, Buggies, Merchants' Dis-
plays, Musical Instruments, Flowers, Fancy
Work, Pictures and Household Articles.
t
TWO ARE KILLED WHEN
AIRSHIP BREAKS LOOSE.
temperatures continue in the central
valley and plains region. Showers
have occurred In North Dakota, Wyom-
ing, Colorado, northern Arizona and
eastern Kansas. Conditions favor
generally fair weather tonight, with
probably showers and cooler Thurs
day.
A SCENE IN UNCLE SAM'S EGG CANNERY.
Washington, U. C, Sept. 10. One of
these times you'll be saying to your
Leipsie, Saxony, Sept. 10. Two sol-
diers were killed and another Zep-jell- n
dirigible narrowly escaped de-
struction here today when the great
German military airship Z-- 2 was
wrenched free from the hands of 150
men and carried aloft gy a sudden
grocers, "Give me a can of eggs," just
He would gather the eggs while they
are fresh, plentiful and cheap, and
save them to use through the yean, in
the shape that makes them easiest to
preserve and cheapest to handle.
In the food research laboratory
KANSAS CITY WOOL
AND HIDE QUOTATIONSCF Spirited Speed Contests, Base-- 1 as yo'd ask for a can of corn or to-matoes.And the grocer will reach into the Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 10. The fol- -
at lowing quotations are furnished by F.of the department of agriculture gust of wind. The dirigible still is inthe air.F. Cofield Wool Commission Co., 1730Washington he is showing exactly
how to do it, and you can see for your
coldest corner of his refrigerator and
hand you a can of perfectly good eggs
frozen.
Vou will take the eggs home, open
tl.em with your can opener of couise,
ball Every Day, Automobile and Motor
cycle Races, Carnival and Confetti En
there won't be any Bhells thaw 'em
NEW MEXICO'S RIFLEMEN
J1RE PRETTY GOOD SHOTS
self if you go there. But you have to
t:,ke off your hat and slip on a ster-lize- d
white gown, for the place is as
clean as a hospital operating room; No
germs are admitted..
There are men there who do noth-
ing but "candle" the eggs hold them
before a strong light to see if they're
cut and use them for omelets, custard
or your Saturday baking.
And you can bet that the canned
eggs will be O. K. If the private enn-ner- s
with the Great Ameri-
can Hen as well as Uncle Sam does,
getting the eggs while they're still
fresh, breaking and freezing them un- -
NEW MEXICO 10 8wRRoKanjrA
The New Mexico riflemen made a splendid record at the nctional match
held recently at Camp Perry. New Mexico beat some ot the crack shots oftertainment for all. clear and. therefore1 fresh. Every
cloudy egg is discarded. old i.e Kugland and the rugged South. With but pre more point the rifle- -
white mpn of this state would have won a prize in class "C" The following scoresThere are girls In spotless
show who were "the men behind" and it will be seen that Colonel E. C. Ab-- .der conditions of rigid cleanliness and who break the eggs so daintily and bott himself was on the firing Jine and made one of the high scores:
SurpriseWrite for Premium List to
Frank A. Stortz, Mgr.,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
deftly that not a single finger trip,
though rosy and smooth from constant
cleanliness, is wet with the liquid egg.
I. an egg has a bad odor it goes Into
a salt pail to use for tanning kid
gloves not for cake. Then the girl
washes her hands In a sanitary wash
bowl and takes up newly sterlized ap-
paratus and begins again.
The eggs are candled at a tem-
perature of not over 60 degrees, cooled
for 24 hours at 32 to 35 degrees, brok-
en ot 60 to 65 degrees, put into ster-
lized tin cans, frozen quickly and kept
keeping them frozen till they reach
the consumer.
:The hen does her part nobly, lay-
ing $500,000,000 worth of eggs a year.
But the busy farmer's wife too often
lets them lie around in the sun and
dew, and the country merchant, the
commission man, the railroad freight
agent and the retailer all help to
make them stale. In the summer 10
per cent of the supply spoils, and the
cold storage men hold vast quantities
for speculation, and then in the winter
eggs are dear.
Uncle Sam would change all that.
Fire.
Lieut. M. G. Browne 40
Corp. Clyde Kelly 3
Capt. John Grennan 4:t
Corp. James M. Corry 44
Capt. F. C. Blumlln 35
1st Sergeant Chas. F. Bieler 38
Col. E. C. Abbott 41
Sergeant La mo Lujan 45
Lieut. J. H. McHugheB 44
Lieut. Guy A. Reed 37
Color Sergeant E. J. Feemster 40
Private J. A. Saylor 36
Totals 481
yds. 1,000 yds. Skir. Totals
47 45 80 213
46 42 87 213
45 42 71 201
48 37 7 216
44 33 55 171
45 39 74 196
40 46 80 207
42 40 SO 207
44 40 S3 2U
46 46 42 171
35 45 58 17S
45 42 G6 189
527 407 867 2572near zero until they are sold.
'1
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WHATS THE MATTER WITH THE CINCINNATI REDS?
THE DIAGNOSTICIAN FINDS THREE CARDINAL TROUBLES. AND TWO ARE BASED ON BASEBALL FOOLISHNESS.
GOOCH IS NOW THE
STATE CHAMPION
Charles , Gooch of Santa Fe last
night defeated Frank Quinby of Albu-
querque, in a 200 point pocket-billiar-
match for the state championship.
The game was witnessed by a large
and enthusiastic audience and at no
time after the first half century was
passed was there doubt as to the re-
sult for Gooch forged ahead and Quin-
by never got within hailing distance
of his opponent.
The final score resulted in a victory
for Gooch 2l0 to 134, and the high runs
of the game also went to Gooch who
scored 23 on two different occasions,
which is high class at the new style
ol pocket billiards; Quinby's high run
was 18. Mr. Quinby has been ill ever
since arriving in Santa Fe, Buffering
with a severe attack of indigestion
and waB in no condition to play; he
did so however, in order not to disap-
point the crowd.
Gooch's manager Immediately issued
a challenge to back him against any
SOME EXCELLENT
ATTRACTIONS ON
THE WAY HERE
Manager Stanton has booked the
following attractions for the coming
season in the threatrical line and as
will be noticed we are to have some
of the best on the road and those that
have had long and successful runs in
the large cities in the past few sea-
sons.
ft will be noticed that January is alittle short and that we have nothing
booked for February, but these weeks
will be filled in later and we will have
some good features during these
weeks. ....
There are some excellent attrac-
tions as the list shows. Following
is the list with the dates: . , . r
October 1st Bought and Paid FoHi
'October 15th Ready Money.
October 24th Mrs. Wig's Cabbage
Patch.
November 1 5th Officer 666.
December 1st The Girl From
Mumm's.
December Eth The Rose Maid.
December 20fh The Prince of
BASEBALL
Standing of the Clubs.
National League.
Club. Won. Lost. Pet.
New York SS 4'.l .072
Philadelphia 77 49 .611
Chicago . ..; 76 67 .571
Pittsburgh 71 61 .537
Loston 56 71 .441
Brooklyn 56 73 .434
Cincinnati 56 80 .412
t, Louis 46 92 ,333
American League.
Club. Won. Lost Pet.
Philadelphia ..85 46 .649
Cleveland 80 54 .597
W ashington 75 57 .568
Koston , 66 63 .512
Chicago 69 66 .511
ftroit 57 75 .432
';. Louis 51 85 .375
w York 46 83 .357
American Association.
Club. Won. Lost. Pet.
hvaukee 88 57 .607
Minneapolis 86 61 .585
' rlumbus 84 65 .564
I ruisville 77 67 .535
Paul 66 82 .446
Kansas City ..63 83 .432
Toledo 60 84 .417
Indianapolis 57 88 .393
Western League.
Club. Won. Lost. Pet.
Denver 89 53 .627
I'fs Moines 80 63 .560
Lincoun 77 67 .535
St. Joseph 73 69 .514
Omaha 70 73 .490
Topeka 65 77 .45S
City 63 81 .438
Wichita 55 89 .382
the
player in the southwest at the new
style of play.
After the pocket billiard game E. C.
Burke and F. W. Chavez the winners
of the first prize in the two tourna-
ments, were presented with the Oat-ma-
silver loving cups donated by
Harvey Oatman, proprietor of the
Montezuma billiard parlors.
December 27th Shepherd of
Hills.
January 9th Mutt and Jeff.
(The Cincinnati team is a baseball
joke and everyone wonders why. Fail-
ures in Redland are stars on other
fields. Great leaders "have failed to
make the team a winner. The Daily-Ne-
Mexican commissioned tllL' sport-
ing editor of the Cincinnati Post to in-
vestigate this problem and his diag-
nosis hits the nail on the head. Here
is his opinion in a nutshell Editor.)
(By "Brownie" Holmes.)
Sporting Editor Cincinnati Post.
The trouble with the Cincinnati
Reds can be summed up in an answer
divided into three parts. Here it is:
Failure to hold players until they
devote or can be traded advantageous-
ly, due to unwillingness to spend
money in salaries.
Inadequate scouting system.
Mysteriously odd luck.
One is as much to blame as the
other; in conjunction they have made
Cincinnati a baseball joke.
Last spring Joe Tinker took south
eight pitchers, all having been pro-
nounced "ready for the majors." The
eight went back to the minors.
"Lefty" Packard is the only minor
leaguer who remained and he pitched
bo well for Columbus in the American
association in 1012, that the report of
a scout (save the word) was unneces-
sary.
In 1912 the Heds tried 18 pitchers,
recommended by men who saw them
work, on minor league or college teams.
Not One is with the team now.
Instead of employing able scouts to
NewJanuary 29th Slave Girls of
York.
March 10th Within the I.aw.
LANGFORD KNOCKS OUT
OPPONENT IN 30 SECONDS.
New York, Sept. 10. Sam Lang-ford- ,
the colored heavyweight boxer
of Boston, earned $1,000, his guaran-
tee, in thirty seconds last night, by
slopping John Lester Johnson, who is
said to be the heavyweight champion
McALLISTER-PETROSKE-
BOUT ENDS IN DRAW
San Francisco, Sept. 10. Bob Mc-
Allister and "Sailor" Ed Petroskey
fought twenty rounds to a draw here
yesterday afternoon, duplicating the
result of their meeting some weeks
ago. McAllister was 10 to 6 favorite.
They fought at the middleweight
limit.
So closely matched were the two
that the referee's decision brought
no criticism from the adherents of
either. On the score of points, Mc-
Allister was accredited with fourteen
rounds of the twenty. On the other
hand, Petroskey scored three knock
of South Africa, in that time.Where They Play Today
American League.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
St. Iouis at New York.
Detroit at Boston.
Cleveland at Washington.
From the moment Langford strip-
ped for the bout, which was scheduled
to go ten rounds, Johnson showed
fright, and when the men were called
into the ring, the South African circled
away from his opponent. Langford
landed a left to the stomach and in
the clinch sent half a dozen blows to
the kidneys the last of which sent
Johnson down for a count of eight.
As ho staggered to his feet Langford
niBhed Johnson, who fell without re-
ceiving a blow. On again gaining his
feet. Johnson was rushed to his own
downs one in the eighteenth and two
In the nineteenth. McAllister came
up strong in the closing round and
at the finish had the sailor stagger
National League.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
New York at Pittsburg.
Boston at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
find youngsters, recruits ere picked
from printed averages or upon tips
from men who do not know a player
when they see one.
The team has never held a player a
season or two to develop. Unless
J'ready" upon reporting players are
given transportation.
But Connie Mack held Eddie Col-
lins and "Stuffy" Mclnnes three years
and then they helped win pennants.
And John J. McGraw held Marquard
three years before he was worth a
ing.
Petroskey landed but few blows, but
when they found their mark they did
He was strong enough tocorner, where Langford landed a blow damage,
on his kidneys and the South African
went to the floor unable to arise, and
assimilate the punishment adminis-
tered by his more clever opponent,
who, while showing improvement over
his previous ring battles, still lacked
a punch that would knock out so
doughty an opponent.
was counted out. Johnson, as he
started to leave the ring, appeared
half paralyzed or frightened, or both,
and leaned heavily on the ropes.
Langford's weight was" announced
as 185 and he appeared to be in fine
condition. Johnson weighed in at
175. This was Langford's first ap-
pearance in New York in three years.
PELKY CONFESSES THAT
BURNS FIGHT WAS FRAME-U- P
American Association.
Columbus at Kansas City.
Louisville at Milwaukee.
Toledo at Minneapolis.
Indianapolis at St. Paul.
Today's Games.
American League.
Aa Washington
Cleveland . . 1 5 2
Washington 2 6 1
Gregg, Mitchell, Steen and O'Neil;
Groom and Henry.
At Boston
Detroit ...2 9 2
Koston 4 12 0
Willett and Gibson; Collins and
The of Cincinnati Association, and a promising recruit. Five of these men failed to make the
Reds a winner. Will the sixth succeed? From left to right they are Manager Joe Tinker, Hank
O'Day, Clarke Griffith, John Ganzel, Joe Kelley and (with mustache) Ned Hanlon.
around .300. Tex McDonald wasn't get away from the Idea of saving a
RITCHIE BACKS OUT
OF BOUT WITH WELSH.
Vancouver, Sept. 10. Because the
promoters refused to give him 50 per
cent on all commissions for the
Ritchie-Wels- h bout, on September
20, Willie Ritchie, lightweight cham-
pion boxer, announced late yesterday
his Intention to leaving for San Fran-
cisco last night and declared the pro-
posed contest was off so far as he was
concerned.
The promoters did not receive word
of his action until late last night, and
plthough they began an immediate
search for Ritchie, they did not suc-
ceed in 'finding him.
Forfeits for the bout have ail been
even a Red regular; with Boston he few thousand by releasing every play-
nickel and spent four years making
Art Fletcher a big league shortstop.
Getting rid of players who cannot
be used every day has robbed the
Reds of chances to make good trades.
Players are shipped quickly to re-
duce expenses, the claim being that
Cincinnati, the smallest city in the
league, cannot afford to carry players
like other clubs. Still, a winning club
would pay.
Four winning National league pitch-
ers of today were released by Cincin-
nati because they were not "ready."
They are Cheney of the Cubs, Ragon
.of -- Brooklyn, Perdue of Boston and
Brennan of the Phils four of the
best men in the league.
Some managers are to blame for re-
leasing these players; in some in-
stances it was the club's desire to
save money. Garry Herrmann says
he has never interfered in the pur-
chase or release of a player. This be-
ing true, monumental blunders must
be charged to the managers.
Portland. Ore., Sept. 10. Arthur
Pelkey, the heavyweight figltterV
whose victory over Luther McCarty in13 one of the. best hitters in the er who sits on the bench a few days
a Calgary arena was followed by the
latter's death, has parted company
without playing.
With these changes In policy per-
haps the old hoodoo would be over-
come. The club has spent lots of
league; then there are Steinfeldt and
Overall, who left the Reds to help
win four Cub pennants.
Clarke Griffith traded Paskert, Lob-er- t
and a few others for Grant, Bates
Hut these managers have made good
with other clubs. Clarke Griffith made
Washington a winner in one season
after leaving Cincinnati; a pennant
contender in fact.
Mysterious luck which even the
players cannot fathom pursues the
team. Stars with other clubs slump
when with the Reds and fair men
leave Cincinnati to star somewhere
else.
t .. , ,. rt i... ,1... ,..
with Tommy Burns, his manager.
Immediately after cancelling his
money, but hasn't shown baseball wis contract with Burns, Pelkey today
gave to a Portland sporting editor a
signed "confession," in which he al
7 3
9 2
and
At Philadelphia
Chicago 5
Philadelphia 3
Cicotte and Schalk; Brown
Lapp.
(Ten Innings.)
and some more. At the time Grant dom in the spending,
was about the best third baseman in McGraw and Mack have an abso-th- e
league, but he never looked the lutely free rein in handling their
same as a Ked. clubs. If Joe Tinker Is given the same
Cincinnati should employ efficient .opportunity, perhaps he too will prove
leged he and Burns faked their six- poBted. Ritchie was guaranteed $16,- -
a flag. Traded to Cincinnati he hit
round fight at Calgary, March 26, last.
Pelkey charges that Burns took ad-
vantage of the fact that he was penthe scouts and toss printed averages into a winner and not a candidate for thebat tile waste basket; the owners should of Cincinnati association.
around .260, but when sold to
Phils began and continued to
000 and 50 per cent of the moving
t'cture receipts. The amount over
which he Is said to have complained
was in the neighborhood of $400, ac-
cording to the promoters.
niless and induced him to "frame up'
the match and that they rehearsed
the battle nightly in a garret.
At New York
St. Louis 10 13. .1
New York Til 5
Taylor, Weilman and Agnew, Alex-
ander, McAllister; Ford, Schulz and
Sweeney.
M could have whipped htm easily,'(T WILL BE CIRCUS
DAY TOMORROW
BIRMINGHAM IS
AFTER '14 PENNANT
THIS CANINE HAWKSHAW CAN SURE JUMP SOME WHEN
HE'S HOT ON A CRIMINAL'S TRAIL.
says Pelkey, in the statement, but he
wanted to make a good showing be-
fore his friends and made me take
MISSING YOUTH'S BODY
IS FOUND IN TRUNK
Ottawa, Sept. 10. The body of
Charles Robinson, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
a bookmaker's clerk, who has been
mising Bince August 28, was found In
a trunk in a vacant house here last
night. The police immediately began
53 w.wi)wift:yyyytnw; '
The Barnes big wild animal circus
will be here tomorrow. It will be cir-
cus day. Glad, aren't you, and doesn't
the announcement send a few little
thrills through you? o
Honest, now, aren't you glad it's
coming? And for the chance you'll
have (or excuse, perhaps) to get
away from work and cares for a day
and be a small boy or girl again?
an investigation.
National League.
At Chicago
Brooklyn 3 8 1
Chicago 1 5 0
Rucker and Fischer; Cheney and
Archer.
At Pittsburgh
New York 5 8 1
Pittsburgh 2 6 1
Tesreau and Meyers; McQuillan,
Luhrzen and Simon.
two knockouts to one for him. We
rehearsed every night for a week in
the garret of the Burns house and
we got away with the fake all right,
but the crookedness of it. has been
hurting me ever Bince. It was the
only time T didn't fight on the square
and I shall never do another crooked
thing in my life."
iPalkey asserts that he has never
had an offer to fight Jack Johnson In
Paris. Telegrams pretending to con-
vey invitations to clash with Johnson
for large purses were faked, he says,
for press agent purposes.
Cleveland, Sept. 9. Joe Birming-
ham and his toppy Naps have come
to the waityuntil-nexO-yea- r stage of
play. With the Athletics out in front,
Birmingham is beginning to lose hope
for a pennant this season and sees
one down the vista of 1914 baseball.
Birmingham certainly haB been a
success with the Naps. He more
nearly made them show the latent
talent which has been with the club
for several years than any or all other
managers has had combined. -
Had 'Cleveland played as success-
fully in the middle of the schedule
as it did at the beginning, and as it
On AuguBt 20, a man who gave no
name obtained the keys of the vacant
house, 'telling the agent that he was
seeking a place in which to open a
clothing store. The keys were re
turned the following Tuesday. The
police believe the body was taken to
the house while the keys, were in the
hands of the stranger.
Why bless you, of course, you'll en-
joy the frolic. There'll be the dazzl-
ing parade with trumpeting bands,
beautiful horses, elephants, dens of
wild beasts and the "steam planner";
and out at the grounds that wonder-
ful free exhibition on the outside.
No small boy or girl would ever miss
American Association.
At St. Paul (First game)
5 12 C
4 8 2
Gardner,
Indianapolis
St. Paul
Schardt and Livingstone;
seeing that. Then tlieres tlie side
shows, fairly buldging with those won
promises to finish, the Athletics would
not come in resting easy as they will
do with the long home series which
is now theirs.
There is little doubt that Birming-
ham will be retained by Somers next
AND THAT tfS AB0UJ TIMfc
THAT JONtl REPLACED HIS OLD
WHEN fOU CONSIDER THAT OUR
PAL J0NE.5 NUDS A NtVU PAIR pP
3HDLderful prodigious, extraordinary, awe hatErandt and James.(Twelve Innings.)inspiring monstrocities and curiosi
ties. What, miss seeing them? Well,
we guess not. mm millTwo o'clock is the hour for the big
season. True, Birmingham incurred
the displeasure of President Johnson
when one of his players flared up in
a Sunday game and was not irame
diately squelched by his manager. And
then there was the Lajoie imbroglio.
In addition to this there, was more
show to open, the hour when you can
get in to feed the elephants peanuts
and get a drink of pink lemonade.
What would a circus be without doing
that? A little later the bands will
trumpet and al Ithose wonderful things
you have seen pictured on the flaming
billboards for weeks will be spread
At Kansas City-Colu- mbus
2 8 2
Kansas City 1 5 0
Ferry and Smith; Covington,
Rhoades and O'Connor.
At Milwaukee
Louisville 6 10 0
Milwaukee 2 7 2
Toney and Severoid; Dougherty and
Hughes.
game postpon-
ed; rain.
AND AN OVERCOAT WOUID HELP AND FURTHERMORE JONES' CUP-
BOARD IS ALMOST CARE
'''
'
"
' Mt., i w
(before your eyes. JONES1 I .
THROUGH1 M & HTM,
TMC
than one fight among the Cleveland
players this season.
But the essential point is that Bir-
mingham has kept Cleveland out in
front always within striking distance
of the flag, and in so doing he has
tremendously swelled the coffers of
Somer & Co.
The Cleveland fans are as one for
Birmingham, best evidence in the
spontaneous ifashion in which they
came to his assistance when Ban
Johnson inferred that he was not fit
to manage a major league ball club.
WINTtft- -
Proud, dancing horses will cavort
about the sawdust rings. Ferocious
man-eatin- g wild animal spectacles
will make the cold shivers chase up
and down your back. The next min-
ute you'll have a grin from ear to
ear spread over your face. The clowns
and bucking mules will cause it. Dogs
will turn monkeys will dive
from the top of the big tent, and on
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
Reports of games received too late
for publication in yesterday's New
Mexican: Jfyand on, carrying us back to those lonei There were thousands of names sign-ed to the petitions in Birmingham'sbehalf. It was all in the most gratify-ing testimonial received by any
league manager this season.
ago happy days when we proudly
"skinned the old cat" on the top rail
American League.
At Washington (Second game)
Cleveland 2 5 3
Washington 8 14 4
Blanding, James and O'Neil, Bill-
ings; Johnson, Ayers and Ainsmith,
Williams.
of the barn yard gate, stood on our
WHAT IS THE REASONj J0NE5Y.Otr
I I finY Wt HATt53 llMDtHwaOO A wtot'noooo - Wt INVARIABLY '
ASSUME JONES IS
FRENCH ENTRY WINS
MOTOR BOAT RACE.
London, Sept. 10. The French mo
- to see mf&2 .
heads in the hay mow and stood up on
old Moll's back when we rode to the
pasture after the cows.
You've done all that, of course you
have, and today we're going out to
the circus to recall those memories
IN DESPlRATfc
NEED 07 A IDVUfe"Pasha Von Hochwacht,' a German Sheperd Dog, Owned By Benjamin
Pa., Making a Nine-Foo- t Fence While Trailing a tor boat, DesperjonB today won thefirst race of the international motor CUP?H. Throop, of Scranton,Culprit. going to be boys and girls again for boat trophy series in Osborne today.
The Desperjons finished the course of
32.4 miles in 41 minutes and 34
a day.
The Barnes shows are heralded as
leaped while on the trail was the
highest obstacle placed in the way of
the dogs, and "Pasha" alone succeed the world's greatest wild animal cir
cus. Two performances will be given
American Association.
At Milwaukee
Louisville 0 7 2
Milwaukee 4 6 1
Woodburn and Severoid; Slapnicka
and Hughes.
At St. Paul (Second game)
Indianapolfs 2 8 0
St. Paul 1 7 2
Burk and Casey; Cramer and James.
At Minneapolis
Toledo 6 9 1
Minneapolis 6 10 6
Collamore and Passler; Olmstead,
Mogridge, Gilligan, Lake and Uwens.
(11 innings.)
The Maple Leaf IV, a British entry,
was second, and Ankle Deep, Ameri-
ca's champion motor boat, owned by
Count Casimer S. Mankowski of Lake
George, finished third.
here, beginning at 2 and 8 o'clock.
The mile-lon- g parade is presented at
10:30.
At Van Cortlandt Park, N. Y., where
the exhibition of police dogs took
place, a man was presumably knocked
senseless with a brick hurled by an-
other. "Pasha" was sent out on the
trail. Taking up the scent from the
trick which he discovered, the dog
got the trail and soon caught the fugi-
tive.
The nine-foo- t fence which the dog
ed in clearing it. Considering that
fully ten thousand people were pres-
ent at the exhibition and that they
crossed and the field over
v hich the trail left by the supposed
culprit led, the dog performed remark-
able feats and astounded the visiting
police officials from other cities.
Work for the New Mexican, it Is
working for you, for Santa Fe and
tha new state. - -
Work for the New Mexican. It it
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
i
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MOTHER! THE CHILD
IS COSTIVE, BILIOUS.
LEGAL NOTICE.
State of New Mexico,
County of Santa l"e.
In the District Court of Hie First
Judicial 'District of New Mexico for
the Count v of Santa l"e.
l.illian 11. Perry vs. Herbert M. l'er-rv- .
Xc. KiMil.
Dcn't Hesitate! A Laxative is Neces-
sary If Tongue Is Coated, Breath
Bad or Stomach Sour.
TURKEY TROT IS
FIRST AMERICAN
FOLK DANCE
UNITED STA1ES BANK 8 TRUST GO.
Does a General Banking Business. Give "California Syrup of Figs" at
reference to the complaint filed in
said case. And that unless yon enter
your appearance in said cause on or
before the 2:ird day of October, IMS,
judgment will be rendered against you
in said case by default.
The plaintiffs attorney is If. S. Bow-ma- ti
and his post, office address is
Santa Ke. Now Mexico.
In witness whereof, I have here-
unto set, my hand and Seal of said
Court at Santa Fe. New Mexico, this
2nd day of September. A. T). 1!1?.
M. A. ORTIZ.
County Clerk.
EWD. I.. SArFOItH. Deputy.
( SKA r.
Our Large Stock of
FALL MILLINERY
IN PATTERNS, SHAPES, FEATHER
NOVELTIES, ETC.
was personally selected by us
in Chicago. We show only what
is being shown in the East.
MRS. W. LINDHARDT
125 Palace Ave.
once a teaspoonful today often saves
a sick child tomorrow.
If your little one is half- -
Tlic said defendant Herbert II. Per-
ry is hereby notified that a complaint
lias ben filed against him in the Dist-
rict Court for the County of Santa
Fe. State aforesaid, that being the
Court in which said case is pending,
by said plaintiff, Lillian 11. Perry; the
general object of said action being
divorce, as will more fully appear by
JlttllllllllltlHIIIMIIIIHItlltlHIMIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllMIIIMIIIIIIIIllMIIIMMmilllMIIMIMMk
I Your Patronage Solicited j
?tMHIIIIIMMtMIIIIIIMMIIIIIIIII(MMnilltMMMMtMtltMMMIIIIIHttllllliMMtllMlllllllltHIIMiitlMIMII
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President. JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J. B. LAMY, t.
NEW YORK SUNDAY SUN PRINTS A
REPLY TO THOSE WHO OBJECT TO
POPULAR FORMS OF RYTHMICAL
sick, isn i resting, eaung aim acting
naturally look. Mother! Bee If tongue
:u coated. This is a sure sign that it's
little stomach, liver and bowels are,
clogged with waste. When cross, irri- -
! table, feverish, stomach sour, breath j FRENCHBAL--
iygCeaCB3gC830gaiCW bad or has stomach-ache- , diarrhoea, j
sore throat, full of cold, give a tea-- ! LET FEATS UNSUITED.
rM I I I II 1 1 l 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 i I I I 1 giinonful of California Syrup of Figs,"
and in a few hours all the constipated ADOLF SEL Mloison, undigested food and sour bile
r.ently moves out of its little bowels
OBJECTORS TO " RAG "
ARE OF THREE CLASSES
'Greek dances they feel themselves
ridiculous. Imagine a Greek move-- ;
uient done to the "Trail of the Lone-- j
'some Pine," or other of today's popu-- ,
lar airs. j
To the average American mind a;
ilireek dance when perpetrated at the
present day consists of a group of;
courageous mortals clad in (lowing
robes and assuming beautiful or,
would-b- beautiful poses to a suit-- '
'able musical accompaniment. And in
such a performance the native Van-- ;
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
BUSINESS PROPERTY on San Francisco
Street. Rents for $185 00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.
RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms-b- est
of location. Cost owner about $8,000.
Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next 10 days
Eight-roo- Bungalow, Completely furnished.
Best of location. $60.00 per month.
Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.
without griping, and you have a well,
jlayful child again.
Mothers can rest easy after giving
this harmless "fruit laxative," because
it never fails to cleanse the liltle one's
liver and bowels and sweeten the
stomach and they dearly love its pleas-
ant taste. Full directions for babies,
children of all ages and for grown-up-
THE WHOLE COUNTRY
IS DANCE MAD."
"Like Ancient Gaul, it would seem
that objectors to the present diver-
sion are divided into three parts:
Those who object to dancing in gen- -
FOR
kee sense of humor finds much to Cut Prices in All Departments.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY. CALL AND SEE US.
printed on each bottle. jeral, those who object to the present
Iieware of counterfeit fig syrups. ltpe of dancing, and those who
your druggist for a 50 cent hot,. Iject for the pure joy of objecting, or
Americans who have efficiency as,
their watchword are apt to look upon
jthe ancient Grek beauty cult as pure
effeminacy. Success in athletics has
'shown that when a runner advances
;his right leg the left arm comes for- -
PHONE210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,tie of "California Syrup of Figs;" thensee that it is made by the "California
Fig Syrup company." Don't be fooled!
O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SIRETY BONDS.
Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St., : Santa Fe, New Mexico.
in good New Kngland parlance, FROM
ri UK 'CUSSEDMES'S,' "
"For the Jove of dancing in inher-
ent to all men, despite Puritanical or
municipal restriction, and 'everybody's
duiii' it.' "
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.
jward and the right arm is drawn back-jward- .
Hut the Greek runner advanced
the arm of the same side with the leg.PERSONALS The national sense of humor which This made the beautiful long line on FOR SALE,ml'i8 al V of Greek side of the body characteristic ofJohn, Pearson and children, of Sculpture or at attempting the aero--1
.,i i,t h r,t
Several fine building lots
on Marcy Street at a more
than reasonable price. Also
.Mrs.
for speed in running.Judge John R. McFie was in Altni- - French ballet finds much diversion in Ballet Dancing, lots on Buena Vista and Don Gaspar Avenues.
Two acres in fruit on one of main streets.
An ideal home site.
jquerque yesterday on a short business present day trots and tangos.
j trip. So when the twentieth, century
G, C. Davidson, a Tucumcari attor- - i.handons the nineteenth century's
!nev. 1r sttemlinir a few (lavs in the It ;litfilW. uuou u,n nf (lie
! With smirks anl languishing glances
'the French ballet dancer perform')
various difficult acrobatic feats to op- -
C. L.A. HUGHES,
President.
J. CRICHTON,
Manager & Treasurer.
POLLARD,
Secretary. jeratic or symphonic music. This is' " ......... .1 ........ .;city. mid negro forms.
called classical ballet dancing m Ku- -
"Ti,ul A riluiv, T,. tnifl Anthnnv! wt... , .1 . .
'"fe"' ' , " , ...... "'"""".' JIHl If, IJIUIU HHIlllHI tUrU! I.J 1HIU , ,.,. ,,I,..Qrllope, Ulll ;tlllt ilea UUO uctn r"uiuui.u
violently about this sort of work,tlipthat when the American people startIn ,.vH-,- . n miHnnnl iljinee form thev
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
:x: IFirSRSrFSTAE.yilAVm i
J. Luna, are visiting friends in
Duke City.
U. S. District Judge William nit,,,.,,!,, ii. tnrL-ev'- ludicrous; The real taste of the New York public was clearly shown in a play givenl vol,,,.,! in C'inlu Wt liii'l!i v Lr
September 20. j "In California she (Pavlowa, the lust winter. In this piece, which was
O. N. Marron, state treasurer, of the imperial Russian ballet actually a series of vaudeville acts
-- !,.. I it,!., ..t-t- . f,.,, .1,,, T.,,.l,n T...-.- in whan uhp lOOSeiy Sil ling lOgeuier, u llui'-- u imn-
sian (lancer faithfully performed
usual French ballet steps. She WILL MAKE AN ATTRACT-IVE GIFT. See our display
Albuquerque. 'sailed from New York later that sea- -
George M. Cook, cashier of the First son she congratulated uh upon our
National bank of Carlsbad, N. 11., is in acquisition of a truly characteristic
ill FILIGREE JEWELRYgood naturedly applauded. Somewha Necklaces, Cuff Buttons,later in the play the leading'the city for a few days. national dance Stick Pins, Lockets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. All
J Manuel B. Apodaca is reported seri
i danced a number of present day tango ,
land turkey steps. The applause wasfFrnm the N'ew York Sunday Sun) articles have been made at our store, and tourists are invitedto look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.
Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)
HEADQTJABTEBS IFOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build-
ing Materials of Every Description.
AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
and lingering. For the ,
century man obviously JBy
MARY GRACE, ,0"d
the. Public It went ieth
ously ill at his home on Agna Fria
street. He was formerly a merchant
here.
I.. E. Merchant and wife of Carls find in the eighteenth j a
poses the meaiiB of
rhythmically than s
Schools. j would no more
"The whole country is dance mad,' century ballet
one iiein-- fmm time tn time these i expressing joy H.
C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SAN FRANCISCO STREET.bad, who have been spending several
days here, left for home yesterday
davs. Whereupon the rigid moralist would he find them in ancient Greek
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel, Eldodt, ofishakes his head disapprovingly at sculpture.
'Chamitn, are at the De Vargas. Mr. present tendencies, expatiates upon Latterly American men and women
Eldodt was formerly territorial treas- - dance hall evils and otherwise evinces nave round tney can pest expiess meir
happiness or dejsire tor it in moveiurer. Ihis form of "madness"' at the recent
Mrs. T. V. Dwire and her daughter, national love of rhythm.
Of course dance hall evils existed at
our Business Solicire
Miss Agnes L. Dwire, well known
teachers of Taos, are at the Monte-
zuma.
Tomas Gonzales, a well known Rio
Arriba county sheep man, returned to
his home at Abiquiu this morning. He
had come to Santa Fe to place his son
THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS. - - PROPRIETOR.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Re-
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE PONIES TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS. PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 3 1 0 San Francisco St.
the time people were devoting their en-
ergies to bridge and picture puzzles,
and many a rigid moralist, is an ar-
dent bridge player. Yet imagine his
horror if he should find himself class-
ed with the common namblers who, il
is said, ever flourish' in this com- -
ments somewhat after the style of the
turkey, the mainstay of the day of
Thanksgiving. The national sense of
humor which balks at assuming the
poses of Greek sculpture or at at--
tempting the acrobatic feats of the',
classical French ballet find
much diversion in present day trots
and tangos.
Really it does seem a bit pretentious
to pose as a swallow, rose, rainbow,
arrow, Cupid, Psyche . or similar
models very much affected by Contl-
nental dancing masters. But to do a
Foot of Montezuma Ave.Phone 100 and 35 W.
in college here.
O. L. Owen, member of the slate ijnunity
uy For Cash!
Like ancient Gaul it would seem
that objectors to the present diversion
are divided into three parts; those
who object to dancing in general,
those who object to the present type
of dancing and those who object for
the pure joy of objecting, or in good
New England parlance,' from pure
"cussedness."
A, witty writer has said: "The early
Puritan forbade bear baiting, not be-
cause it gave pain to the hear, but be
corporation commission, left yester-
day afternoon for Fort Sumner, to rep-
resent the commission at. the annual
melon day celebration there.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Renehan and Mr.
and Mrs. Carl A. Bishop, who had at-
tended a meeting of the directors of
the Interstate Casualty company, at
Albuquerque, returned home yester-
day.
V. A. Williams, and O. L. Bassett
school directors of Venus, school dis-
trict No. ?,b, tn the Stanley valley, are
And we will show you how much you can save. Espe-
cially should you do this with your 7
chicken run, fish walk, kitchen sink
or looking for a cool corner is really
diverting, for it gives full play to the
American sense of humor.
"Negroid Orgies."
It is said that an English chaperon
was horrified at, the present "negroid
orgies." One tries to be impressed
with her feeling, but it Is very dif- -
Hay, Grain Flour
, GuaranteedGive us a trial and let us show you, cause it. gave pieasui'H 10 me pna- -in the city on business with County jt0J.s In another characteristic epi ificult. One can far more readily depictjthe consternation of our Colonial gran- -school Superintendent John v. Gon gram he disposes or meir oan upuu
way on matters regarding the Ijullding IdanoinK, even the Maypole dance. But (Continued on page eight).
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisteo and Water Sts.
Phone, Main 250.
of two new school houses in the dis in attempting to denationalize the Eng
inuuinAJTJinJinnruiruxruuxfvrunn
5
lish people by depriving them of the
Maypole dance, their popular way of
welcoming the return of springtime,
their most beautiful season, the Puri-
tans sought to establish a form of re-
ligious tyranny which could not long
endure.
New York Dances.
It is not surprising to find at the
present time that the best restaura
ulct.
The condition of Dr. Thomas A. Mc-
Carthy, who underwent "a surgical op-
eration at the sanitarium some days
ago, is steadily improving. . Jack Mc-
Carthy, the doctor's brother, states
that he will make a complete recovery.
Jacob Weltmer, the well known sta-
tionery, is up again after four weeks'
illness. He is still at his home how-
ever, but hopes to be out soon.
-- aHENRY KRICK&--
DISTRIBUTOR OF
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Men.
teurs are planning to give more space
for dancing In their restaurants tor
the coming season. For nowadays
New Yorkers of all classes are taking
their pleasure by dancing tangos andH. S. KAUNE ft GO.
HELLO
YES, THIS IS
THE
PURE FOOD
GROCERY
Phone 262.
trots of infinite variety. Be the host
society leader or restaurant keeper,
these dances are a potent
magnet to fill the place to overflow-
ing For the love of dancing Is inher
PriceWhere Quality Governs the
and Price the QualitySUMMER EXCURSIONS
CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
Dickling
Reason
The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be over,
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE LOW RATES NOW
ent to all men despite Puritanical or
municipal restrictions, and "every-
body's doin' It."
The people of this town are so busy
that they seldom take the time to dis-
cover what is done with the city's
money, and few of them realize how
many hundreds of thousands of dollars
are annually spent In teaching their
school children the folk dances of
other nations. Several years ago
certain persons decided that the rhy-
thmic Bense waB well night dead
among the .American people. They
concluded that only by teaching chit
dren to do these dances, which it
seems the Continental European does
unconsciously, could they train Am-
ericans in the use of the body for
rhythmic
Like Folk Dances.
Yet behold the inconsistency of It
ali. Now that many of these same.
NO MADAM We do not give
premiums with our Coffee. You
can't make good Coffee out of
poor Beans. You can't expect to
make good coffee out of the
kinds that are half Premium, for
remember, you can't put theSan
Francisco
Town's fall of
Studebakens
Los Angeles or
San Diego,
Is Now Here
The Secret
of Good
Pickles is
in the
Vinegar
Premium in the Cup Have a g
Cup of our Coffee. c
Gold Band Line ....40c 35c 30c 5
Bonnette 40c c
Old Fort Mocha & Java 40o $
White House 40c 2
Barrington Hall 40c S
Liptons Yellow Label 40c 2
Good value the bebt of the P
cheaper coffees 25c ?
children to whom the city at great
expense has taught folk dancing are
grown to mans estate tney nna in
turkev trots and tangos th e same
traits which characterized their form- -
r school dances. Then along comes
Studebaker Farm Wagons, Studebaker Bug-
gies and Studebaker Delivery Wagons.
and every owner of a Studebaker vehicle
is proud of it. Because he knows it is the best.
Studebaker wagons and buggies are built on honor
and with the experience that comes from sixty years
of wagon building, and you get the benefit of this
experience when you buy a Studebaker vehicle
Whether you live in town or country; whether you want a
work or pleasure vehicle, there's a Studebaker to fall your require
menta, Farm wagons, contractor's wagons, trucks, municipal
vehicles, ice wagons, dump wagons and carts, road oilers, buggies,
depot wagons, surreys, pony carts, runabouts we make them all.
also harness, for any sized animal, for any vehicle, of the
same high standard of quality as the Studebaker vehicle.
See oar Dealer or write at.
STUDEBAKER South Bend, Ind.
$55.55 $45.55
SUMMER TOURIST RATES-EA- ST
ON SALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30TH.
Chicago . . $51.85 St. Louis . . $47.35St. Paul . . $51.85 Minneapolis $51.85
Denver. . . $21.10 Pueblo . . . $16.35
New York . $78.85 Col. Springs $18.15
Return Limit, October 31st, 1913.
For particulars regarding above rates, and rates to
t many other points,. call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.
H.S. LUTZ Agt., SANTA FE, N. M.
HAVE PURE APPLE CIDER VINEGAR
WHITE PICKLING VINEGAR
.MALT AND HEINZ SPICED
SALAD VINEGAR.
Our bulk coffeeB the same
grade you pay 40c for in
cans 35c
Modern Grocery, Co.
"The Quality Shop"
' "PHONIT
the mayor and says to each one:
"Thou shalt not."
Grecian architecture shows that In
all imposing city festivals men and
women, boys and girls depicted In
rhythmic movement their various oc-
cupations, such as sewing, reaping,
gathering the grapes and pressing the
wine, spinning, weaving and various
;ets of warfare. But the life of the
Greeks was as different from modern
H. S. KAUNE ft GO.
Where Prices ar B-- st
NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS
CHICAGO DALLAS KANSAS CITT DENVER
SALT LAKE CITY SAN FRANCISCO PORTLAND, OHE.
civilization as their sense of beauty
was different from present day real
istic notions. So it is but natural that
For $afc Oualitv. i if people now attempt to imitate owrmnnruvvvruiruinxinruuinri vnrB
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.Santa Fe New Mexican VALLEY RANCH, T. IV.
Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best troutEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Potoffice
The Santa Fe New Mexican Published Daily
The New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager
J. Wight Giddings Editor
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
Booklet Free on Request :
THE SERVICE OF A BANK SfjL
lfiwlS' it0 its customers should consist of a Allrllit I' flteat deal more than merely receiv- - 'JlSJ IS
.ing deposits and handling checking NlVJI
accounts.
THE VALLEY RANCH. VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
COLOR NEEDED. Many people suffer inconvenience and actual loss
they do not have the full service tha a hank should
of money
render to
because
its pat- -
;ng a case where the charge was mis-
demeanor, does not tend to give a dis-
couraging view.
Cut It Out.
Every now and then some movement
is started in one of our big cities that
comes to us in the nature of a sur-
prise because It is in the line of high
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per year, by mall $5.00 Dally, per quartar, by mall 11.26
Dally, six month!, by mall S2.50 Dally, per quarter, by carrier (1.60
Weekly, per year tl.00 Weekly, six months I M
ing and the other good things of life.
If people will everlastingly complain
their town and see no merits in it,
they ought to be consistent, go to
some other town that is more in line
with their tastes. But such people
would complain even at that town, for
the simple reason that, they are chron-
ic grumblers. The way to do with a
town in which one lives is not to run
rons.
This institution Is fully equipped to serve you In every banking capa-
city and whatever your requirements may be you will find the facilities of
this bank of practical benefit.
For over forty-tw- o years this bank has served the people of Santa Fe
County and surrounding territory effectively and a cordial invitation is
extended to you to avail yourself of its services.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS, $242,000.00.
er morals and the uplitt ot tilings
and we have grown to think that
--LI II Xg,' II II it down at every chance that offers,Lnt to do One's best to help it on by
word and deed. Carlsbad Argus.
nothing good can come out of a big
city as in the old days no good was
expected to come out of Sodom.
Now in Chicago and that is the sur
44 All of Today's News Today "
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286 EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
WHEN DOES BRIDE
, BECOME WIFE IS
PUZZLING CASE
'
New Yoik, Sept. 10. At just what
point in the marriage ceremony do the
parties to it become legally husbandjand wife?
prising part of it in Chicago tney
are endeavoring to do away with the
smut songs that have come to take a
part in the places of amusement and
in the concert halls of that city. When
you come to think of it does it not
seem strange that there should ever
have to be a campaign waged against
a tiling like the smut song. It seems
as if it would fall of its own weight
and no one would want to listen to it.
Anyhow, as long as it is here and peo-
ple seem to like it, it is a good thing
that in one city at least they are mak-
ing a campaign against it.
The idea is to establish a circulat-
ing library of music which shall have
only songs that are of the higher kind
Listen: Edmund and Marguerite(this is a true story) stood before the
white robed minister while a hundred
guer.tB looked on. The good man read
a
THE HUMAN UlEW.
The tight in favor of bird protection has finally won in the senate and
the clause for the prohibition of the Importation of bird plumage, except
for scientific and educational purposes, has been inserted in the senate bill
which has been agreed to.
The pressure has been very great and the importers made a bitter fight
to have the provision which was in the bill us it came from the house elim-
inated from the senate bill. A powerful lobby represented this big interest
and failed.
This provision as now in the bill will go a long way toward accomplishing
the object which is intended and will greatly reduce the ruthless slaughter
of birds against which so strong a fight has been waged by the Audubon
society and which had the powerful backing of a large number of American
from his prayer book the opening
words of the familiar service, begin-- !
ning, "Dearly beloved, wo are gather- -
ed together ," looked the bride- - (
groom in the eyes and said: j
Miss Upper Gracious, how did you
get in here?
Topsy Wal, de editor said this pic-
ture needed a little color and here I'm
Is.
The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
and endeavor to educate the people up
to the enjoyment of the better class of
music. This is good business but w.... u.u nave mis wo--
rather tedious and in the meantime I man to be thy wedded wife, to live to-t-
smut music will continue to roll j Kfclher after God's holy ordinance
along in its debasing way and doing "1 the 1,0'y estate of matrimony, wiltAS THE BYSTANDERSEES IT. what harm it can. Every city in thej"10" ' r. comrort ner, nonor mid
women who have come to realize the wrong that was being done in tne
shameless slaughter of the bird life of this country.
As a matter of fact, the beauty ot' the feather ornament on my lady's hat
is not to be compared to the unparalleled beauty of the sweet songster Large Sample
Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.United States should pass an ordi-jhee- ner " sickness and in health,
nance regulating this matter and and forsaking all others, keep thee
crush it out in the beginning and then onl' unl ner so long as ye both shalllive?'let the circulating library come along
in the woods or beside the road or in the yard or garden as he dashes about
with the bright gleam of color and the merry song, so full of cheer and
brightness.
it is an encouragement toward better and more useful things when the
efforts of the big interests in the business world are told that there is an-
other consideration which will weigh in the matter of legislation other than
luted weaiih of the individual, and that considera
The Old Longing.
Once in a while there comes to a
fellow a longing to be a boy again and
fee! those sensations that only a boy
feels and know once more only the
peculiar heart throbs that come into
ANNOUNCEMENT
and supplement the action of the au-
thorities. The educational process is
fine and valuable, for it Is a lasting
thing but there are times when its ac-
tion is not swift enough and something
a little more drastic is necessary In
the meantime, while the education is
sinking In. Anything that will do
away with or modify the smut song,
however, is a move in the right
INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
tion is the protect ion of the life about us which makes for the pleasure of tin boy s system when something of
the people and the brightness of the daily existence. jviiul and overwhelming interest is
... ..... ., . ,i.. ii .1. l; ,.l 1
The bridegroom replied distinctly:
"I will," and fell dead.
The tragic episode, enacted recent-
ly in this state, has just started an
avalanche of complications. The
stricken bridegroom was a man of
wealth. The bride was of slender
means.
Friends of the strangely widowed
little woman declare she has a right
to one-thir- d of Edmund's real prop-
erty, being in their opinion not only
It is a srood th ng to see a .little 01 tne senumenuu creep u iu me tun- - aucau.
I was thinking of the day before
circus day. I wonder if the boys of
this day feel about things as the boys
of yesterday did, or has the atmos-
phere all been changed on account of
the difference in the way things are
done and have the wonders that have
come into our world within the last
sideration of even so important a question as the tatriff and to feel that the
desires of others than the large commercial interests will have a hearing in
the halls of the national legislature.
The matter is important in more ways than one. It is important in that it
protects the life of our birds, but it is more important in that it seems to
indicate a new spirit and a new tendency in the matter of carrying out
legislation in the future, and that others will he listened to than the big and
financial interests alone.
)
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
MARCUS CATTON,
Son of the Famous
"BILLY" CATTON,
who will manage his billiard par-
lors and instruct titose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.
""y 11,9 widow' butAMONG THE EDITORS. By this "I will" they contend Ed- -O, You Bovine. imund stibcribed unequivocally to the
The kick of a cow destroved Chicago marriage contract, the mere fact that
aid!tI,e ceremony was not completed havand now conies e. milk wagon to
two decades or so made the boys ot
this day look with less of wonder and
less of interest upon the things that ing no real oearing on the case.
awakened so much excitement in the! In f scape of Harry Thaw. Oh, Those who oppose this view declareyou bovine! Rock Island Tribune.
The Best That Can be Bought I
AT ANY PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use in-
surance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE
FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Building
(FIRST l.'LOOK)
who has purchased the Insur-
ance Business of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
good companies, good protection
Not Anxious.
No man is particularly anxious to
a mutual vow is necessary to make a
marriage legal. A fragmentary relig-ou- s
formula, in which the bride has
childish bosoms of those of us who
did not know or dream of the re-
markable things that were to he
Ko-l,- Intn th world inst ahead of beat the life insurance game in a legi EVERYONE WELCOME!u,
. . I., x,. inj- -1,.,. ,,'r.iilrl TYltlkn t hA;ft LIHIU I 5 IHclIlIll. CJtXll iM(lIlttl Utauu taken no verbal part, cannot, they say,he construed as basis for a claim of
dower.
Is Marguerite Mrs. Edmund? Or
still Miss Marguerite?
The minister who was performing
uui time, uiql wuuiu .......v- -
things which were wonders to us then, a.
verv commonplace and of but little j No Better Care,
' SomP folii8 don't takR an' betterinterest?
of their live stock than they doThe day before the circus and the care
dav before we were going to the next of their children-a- nd then wonder
town to play ball were full of the (why the business doesn't pay.
weaving excitement and the corro Chieftain,
night before the pulling off of these Don't Know Where,Since we have been told thatevents was one of the most intense
in one case for fear wc dent Huerta pronounces his name as
would not get. up in time to see the if it were spelled "Where-to?- " we are
.lmw enme and in the other case fori waiting more expectantly than ever
BLEASE AND THE SENATE.
Cole 1.. mease is to be a candidate for Vnited States senator from the
State of South Carolina. It is said that he stands a fair show of being
elected, as he is making a very strenuous canvass.
One rather shudders at the idea of Blease being in the senate as one of
the successors to John V. Calhoun and others who have had seats in the
senate from the old state of South Carolina.
In recent years that state has had men of great ability and standing,
to say nothing of those who represented the people of the south in the
days before the war and those succeeding.
Wade Hampton was no small figure and M. C. Butler was a man to be
ojassed with the big men of the nation and it does seem a little hard to think
of coming down to men of the class of Cole 1. Blease after a succession of
men of the higher standard.
As we look over the senate of today and compare it with those of former
years it does seem as if there is a lowering of the standard.
We look in vain for men of the class of Waine; of Edmunds; of George
F Hoar- of Conkling: of Bayard: of Gordon; of Lamar; of Vest; of
Thur-man- ;
ot'chandler; of Morton, and a long list of those men who made history
and upheld the honor of this country at home and abroad.
They say we have not the great questions now to bring out the great
minds of our statesmen that once we had; but we have as great and as vital
ones, and they are not being met with the broadness that characterized the
work of the statesmen of the days that are gone.
We have the question of our internal affairs to meet wherein is involved
the subject of our very existence and the cost of the necessary things of
iif i, io na of tho most difficult of all the questions that can confront a
I CHARLEYMN, Prop'r
the ceremony shook his head and
to express an opinion, having
no precendent to guide him.
A lawyer among the wedding guests
thought the marriage would hold good
although never had he known a sim-
ilar case, nor was he posted as to
recently enacted marriage laws.
Over at the marriage license bureau
WOODY'S STAGE LINEfor the answer. It surely ought tofear we would find one of the boys i
' enme nrettv soon now. Raton Ranire.
9 European Plan.
Meals At AH Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec-j- f
tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
nnlile tn no and we would lose Hie
Poor Fellows. in the city hall it is the opinion thatoumn tn ntir hfltpH rivals.
Marguerite is still unwed. Clerk
Fturat Harris has seen many cases of
interrupted marriage ceremonies and RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY,
24 1 San Francisco Street.
Sometimes I wonder if the boys of San Juan county editors are corn-toda- y
enjoy life as we did, anyway, pelled to subsist on what little ' the
ft is true that to be able to see much country hereabouts produces. Every-an- d
to become accustomed to the day menu includes roasting ears, fresh
wonderful things of this day. takes off j tomatoes, cucumbers, watermelon,
o little ami there is not the taloupe, new spuds, beans, fried chix,
thinks no court would decide that the
mere signified intention of the groom Near S. W. Corner Plaza, g
is sufficient to constitute legar wmmmmmmmmmmmiiwia
Prom
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival l
the north bound train and arrives al
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and ooa
team. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embudi
station.
people and we are powerless in the lace oi u.
...,..,it. ,i,, io fuit hv those who peach cobbler. A little fresh fruitof this hour can lino a way 10 iC --- - - - . . CTaDef, or Deach.No statesman I believe," said he, through his un- -saw and knew little.
that 1 es help out some. But in spite of our sensational little criss cross wicket.Anvwav. I sometimes feel
complain.hardships we will not 'that a pronouncement by the min
ister of justice that the counle are
would like to have those boyhood
thrills again once in a while.
Not Discouraging.
In the first case that was ever tried
ly a full jury of women, where the
when thecliarge was misdemeanor,
jury brought In a verdict of guilty, the
Members cried.
This will give the writers of humor
a fine chance to air their funnyisms
and tell all sorts of stories of the hu-
man side of woman's nature and the
husband and wife must be made be-
fore a marriage is completed.
"Common ,lav marriage, of course,
has been done away with, only those
common law marriages being held le-
gal which antedate the new amend-
ment. It Is not enough that two per-
sons simply declare themselves man
and wife.
"They may be married, however,
Fanuington Enterprise.
Tra-la-l-
To be away off in the mountains,
exiled from all habitation and among
the tall pines, quaking asps and wild
flowers, next to nature In her natural
state is but little more exhilirating
than to arise these mornings in the
early autumn after the abundant show-
ers recently and breathe the aroma
from the new mown hay and ripening
grain tra-la- . Clovls News.
Tv's Brother.
were men of those days gone by who would nave met u wun com use ..u
brains The trouble is that our statesmen have lost their courage and their
independence in the later years and are not as free to carry out their individ-
ual views as were the senators and members of congress of a generation ago.
They are handicapped by influences which would not have controlled
the
statesmen of the other era.
8
PRESENT DAV WARFARE.
"War is worse than hell." is the word brought back by the surgeons
and other observers who are just returning from the Balkan battlefields
The side of war that deals only with suffering and not with the glory
shows that civilization has accomplished little except to increase its horrors.
and sorrow declare that never hasMen accustomed to sights of suffering
equal the scenes witnessed in thethere been anvthing in their experience to
Balkans Thev have made calculations based on other wars and their cold,
analytical conclusions are that battle is becoming more and more terriblej i. ...;n i, mi,riWnuH in the future than ever.
MAYES
by various forms. It might possibly THE VISIGRAPH TYPEWRITERphilosophers will write long and ex--
haustive articles regarding the dan- - The president has appointed Zach
ger of putting into the hands of so r.amar Cobb, of El Paso, a brother of
be held that the statement by fhe
groom that he would have the wo-
man for his wedded wife, to love,
comfort and keep, etc. constituted a
certain form of marriage ceremony,
usceptible persons and rights of the t v Cobb, the Detroit ball player, as11
.. ... declare, that wars are shorter than they used to bethey Pi ri the fear will be expressed ,nl1tr,r nf eiistoma tn succeed A. T.that .a i - - , . , - ,be anotherand it is probable there will never ;v i.iwi. . w(u be carried sharne. Mp Cohh 1. a rifted orator. Unit I don't think so.;.. ii... Th o u i m ri v mpniiH rnai ma iuwb onui-n-as nas oeeu hmnane Thf, Franco-Prussia- n war lasted away with their sympathies and Jus- - ell known locally. Although he has I have known of couples comingkilled tice will In not the extensive acquaintance thatjto city halJ for the license and mar--lost ten men get wrong.months and the German armytime fewshort abut a
. . A RllRBo in... 1904-- 5 there To me it does not look like a dan ta onirwori hir WtlUflm .Tonnincn Rpvan riflirp rpromfinv in ina nuA
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Qlass, Etc. Etc
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Orants, Etc
Surety Bonds
j o , ... , oiueuunuafor every &s wounded. In the war Between .iuphu n"" i ... . nu. Kvpnkilled for every 38 wounded. ferous nuns at .uuue.. ,ils rienu are wining iu eiuer mm 111 n.amueia wuere tne nrme lost her
The Vlsigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
Best in the world. It has
84 characters with a single
shift, light action and un-
limited speed; Interchange-
able carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and col-
umn stops. Absolute visi-
bility and handine8S of ma-
nipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.
Aaft for Catalogue or Agents Terms
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
Distributors for New Mexico,
SANTA FE, N. M.
tney ieu a sympaiu.v, uiraa moi y,um-i- gaorest wicn tne feeness one, ann nerve ana rfrrusea ner vows whenThe popular impressions is that wounds maue oy uie .mm...
are not severe because of its great penetrating powers and rapid
'evXion wounds thus inflictedofinstancesWhile there has been many Vtn jurors, and wept as they brought
t will bet good money that he holds jtne questions were put to her.
in their verdict, yet they gave what him even. Mr. Cobb will pay strict at-- 1 "I have known some of them
thought was a Just one, and did tention to business, and will not de- - jtually to run away in the midst of the
what they believed to be their duty j s?rt his post of duty for the Chautau- ceremony. These, so far as I know,
and we are sometimes in doubt about j qua circle. The pay of the office Is were never held to be legal marriages.
which were not serious, the chance ot a seno.is u...m .bullet, according to the exper ts.by the introduction of the steel jacketed and is liable to lose its. . .....r.
.r -- ifl has a loneer rangeine ouuei. wun - - : . .. oao P crt iuli . .. , t ... , ,.., sufficient to meet his modest wants. l ut !t would take a lawyer to passWhen this happens it becomes a janseu, ...o ... - tne sincerity ana me uunesiy ui juirajacket.
mke: friirhtful wounds. The bullet is also naoie m Bum ""-j-n these days that are composed oi Lordsburg Liberal. uenniteiy upon such an unusual case."
Nothing Hasty.
E-
- Mortimer Boyle, a widely known
However, hostile towards President iJawyer. says that Marguerite and Ed
A small, hard stone wU, bendXe bent.before i h victim and become tearine Dower when it hits is This jury of women, when they had
mund were not married bv th inter- -a steel buiiet ai:no?i n""
" -
fearful.
...., na nnrfortinn ifciveu their verdict refused
to accept
rupted ceremony. on i tin nilv nrone cent of fees which were theirs un-
der the law. The conscience of wom
But It is not lone the rifle that inmcis me uau u....u. - i
of horror. Whereas n fhe Franco-- 1
of field artillery has enlarged the sphere
mhr r,t wounds caused by bursting shells was HI per
(mhiiu Hnml ui
Ot All Kinds.
Telephone 194 WM Room 24
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA PE -- . NEW MEXICO
en is rather reliable a thing and we
can rest assured that when they take THE REPUBLICnZsand troops engaged the number in the Balkan war was .00 per thou-
-
TVilson and his cabinet some of the
lending Republican newspapers may
have been during the early stages of
Ihe trouble with Mexico, his action
throughout, now that all the details
have been made public, have received
practically universal approval In
which the Republican papers have
heartily joined. Mexican affairs, as
"In this state of New York," says
Mr. Boyle, 'there is a general rule ap-
plying in such cases that, in the pre
sence of the magistrate or cleryman
and at least one witness, both parties
to the marriage must declare they
take each other as husband and wife.
,H nr four t mes greater, ine execuuuu u, - - - ui: a public question they will give it
an honest consideration.Shrapnel is a form of iron or
ster-- slieuIncreased to an unusual degree.
.u." the heads of troops and shower them with sma.l rcund The action of the woman in refusing
to accept fees led the prosecutor and
"It. would, therefore, seem clear that1. .... npn. .I. TT. .. . .
ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT,
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,
Sept. 15-2- 0, 1913.
To Chatanooga and Return
at rate of
' vniiiuu
"Altogether, the investigalors agree, war has become considerably worse
than General Sherman so tersely described it. The only adeeming featurefor the saving of more of theis the fact that science has provided ways
wounded than was the case formerly.
ii., iu,. iu uii.i aim.e, o, mi the andma woman in lhis most eJ.from settled, but from what has hap-- jtraordinary case were no more mar--
Harscits Coyote Springs
Mineral Water
TRY A DOZEN AND YOU
ried than if the bridegroom had died
the judge in the case to waive fees
also, and the defendants were saved
the sum of $29 in costs. The case In-
volved the trials of a poor family and
the waiving of the costs was a bless-
ing to them, and It is a relief to knowFour thousand
deaths are said to be caused in Mexico each year by
i nnth no n the order or tne nresiaein, wmuu miums mc
pened so far in the negotiations it
seems assured beyond peradventure
of a doubt, that nothing hasty, unwise
or that will be afterward regretted
will be done by our government Sil-
ver City Independent
Same Kind.
People who find fault with the
an hour before the ceremony was be-
gun."
Mr. Boyle knows of no precedent
for the case of Edmund and Mar
guerite, whose friends declare it will
be brought before a judge and decided
that in the case where women act as
jurors, justice will be tempered with
. v.Dates of Sale, Sept. 10th to 18th
Return Limit, by extension,mercy. Here was a case where Portia
j WILL ORDER MORE I
: ( is Right,
Huff ffoi'rf,
i Handled by
I HENRY KRICK,
Santa Fe, N. M. PbooeUJ.
once and for all, no matter what any October 17th, 1913.
'
shipment of ammunition into Mexico, that would prohibit the transportationis there? We have a super-
abundance
of a few of our scorpions into that country,
in the southwest and could easily put a consignment or two over
the border.
o
Bishop Wilson says that a true woman will never wear the slit skirt. That
Is a reminder of the story of the man who was told he could not be put in
jail and responded, "But I'm here," as he looked out of the jail w indow.
came back to us and we see the exact
weighing of the scales. Justice must
be meted out, but there may be sym
body thinks about It.town in which they make their living
are of the same stamp as those chil-
dren who find fault with their parents
to whom they owe their food, cloth- -
H. & LUTZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, . . New Mexico.Ads alwaysNew Mexican Wantbring results. Try It
pathy with it and a touch of mercy.
This first case of a jury of women try
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PRESIDENT IS CRACKING MUTUAL RELATIONS AND INTERESTS mauds during the six and one-hal- f j
j.vears from 1:1117 to June, ini3, inclii-- WANThive, the increase in telephone plant
was as follows. Toll line were in-- !OF THE BELL SYSTEM AND THE PUBLIC!
(creased from I,li;n,mm miles to 2,212,- -
For Rent Six room house, furnish-
ed or unfurnished. Apply to David S.
Lowitzki.
THE WHIP
BUT HE DOES IT SO POLITELY CHARLIE
MURPHY WOULD DD IT DIFFERENTLY
BROWN AND HIS FLYING
MACHINE.
lend miles; exchange wire increased
from (i, ("10,(100 miles to 1,';,OU(l,000;
centers of population; that no isolated jibe number of exchange stations in--
section can be considered independ creased from l,7;;o,0'Ml to G.2flO,ii(IO; j
FOR SALE Two young ponies forently of any other section or of the the number of stations of independent
Th suit, brought by the Tuited
states questioning (lie purchase of cer-tiii- n
telephone properties in the north-
west, UR well as the pending Interstate
Commerce Com mission telephone in-
vestigation, have caused many inquir-
es. Without taking up anything go- -
companies connected with the Hell ' "u," or "r'v"'K- - rnonerransMain 50.
Y since I took y
whole; that rates must be so adjusted
s to make it possible to obtain the
riaximum development by making It
possible for every one to be connected
vho will add to the value of the sys-
tem, thus giving the greatest value to
the greatest number; that the inter
(My Gilson Gardner.)
Washington. D. C. Sent, 10. Presi-- 1 "ft to tnB merits of these proceedings,
FOR SALE Calami, sewing ma-
chine, brass bed anil household fur-
nishings. For further information call
i.t Historical Society moms.
System increased from 343100 to 2,
-- ".lloo. The number of independent
companies connected with the Hell
System is about 2.". 000. The number
of employees in the Hell System, not
including the employees of connected
companies, on December ,'lt, 3012, was
HI ,000.
dent Wilson has a most polite way of k has smod to us proper to state
cracking the party whip around the K'ienilly what has been our policy!
ears of reluctant members of his purpose in
larty. When his attention was called 'business.
im oiiuuei ui 0111 i.epeiiuence. or tne telephone serviceland the value of complete and uni1 "i .Six per cent loans on farms, or- -CONTAIN NO HABIT FORMING DRUGS
For
te the recalcitrant attitude of various We have found, or thought that wevtrsI intercommunication justify and
had, that our interests were best serv
During this same period the number (', a,'(! la"ll!i' ''''' business
or shareholders or the American Tele- - I'ropi'i-- t y, to buy. build, improve,
and or rt'fu,,d mortals or other se-
cluding
Telegraph Company not in-- !
f'"n,1HS; "'rllls reasonable; specialeither the associated or con-- !
ueeted companies. Increased from 1 7,-- j l'rivil,'l-s- eorrespomlence invited.
Ooo to about 54.000. About 47,000
'
",'ut- ,i,S Commonwealth Bldg.,
shareholders hold less than 100 shares 1,1 Ilv('r- (ol- -
each; (I.TiOn shareholders hold from
lequtre some services partly at the
expense of the whole for the. benefit
of the whole.
Wo believe that this highest com-
mercial value can only be attained by
one system under one common control
senators on the Owen committee, he
smiled kindly and opined: "A num-
ber of these gentlemen are men of
strong character with marked indi-
viduality and opinion," said ho. "Hut
when it conies to party policy, they
are large enough to see the iinport- -
5fl
ed when the public interests were best
served; and we believe that such suc-
cess as we have had has been because
cur business has been conducted on
these lilies.
We believe that our company has an
Backache.
Rheumatism.,
Kidneys
and.
E. D. Grover, 414 Spaulding St.,
ELMIRA, N. Y.
says: "Recently while having a spell
cf kidney trouble I took Foley Kidney
Pills and got the very best of results
Their action was prompt and effect-
ive. I had backache and pains In the
right side, my kidneys were congest-
ed and their action Irregular. Since
using Foley Kidney Pills I have had
no more backache and no trace of my
former kidney trouble."
and that it cannot be. given by inde- -
r.nce of subordinating individual be- - interest as vital as that of the public i Pf "dent systems unless thev are oner- 100 to 1,000 shares each: 34" share-
holders hold from 1,000 to 5,000 shares
each, while there are only ic shnre- -ladder.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.
l.efs to their party's welfare." in tho proper administration of the s!ed under agreements which result in
How Charles F. Murphy, of Tani-- problems of electrical - one common control and one common
r.:any would have accomplished the cation .The success and prosperity of interest, In effect making them a holders of 5,0110 shares or over in their
(own right. A majority of the share-- j
holders are women.
cur company depend upon a solution single system.
CAPITAL PHARMACY. cf these problems which shall be We believe that rates should be so
sound from both the standpoint of the adjusted as to alTord the company
result by telling them to "beat
j it and get in lino."
It has begun to dawn on congress
j that there must be more legislation on
itke subject of railroads. The rail
Montezuma Lodge
No. 1, A- - F. & A. M..
Regular communi-
cation first Monday
of each mouth at
Maionic Hal) at
AMERICAN TELEPHONE & TELE-
GRAPH CO.,
THEO. N. VAIL, President.
company and the public which it j sufficient revenue to pay such wages!
and compensation as will secure theserves.
Following our own best judgment, most efficient service; (0 maintain the FAIR EXCHANGE
ARTESIA (S NOW
GETTING READY
FOR GALA DAY
supplemented by the best obtainable v' T highest and most advanced
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
CHAS. E. L1NNEY. Secretary.advice, we have endeavored to do standards of plant and apparatus, to
roads are in part responsible. They
are conducting an organized campaign
to get permission from the interstate
commerce commission to allow them
to increase freight rates. Meantime
(he New York Central is being inves
New Back for an Old One How
Santa Fe Resident Made a Bad
Back Strong. Santa Fe Chapter No.
M. Regular
v hat would best serve the public on such scientific and experi-teres-
wherever possible our plans 'Mental research and inventions as to
have been disclosed to the public in apparatus and methods as to insure
advance, and what has been done in highest standards, and to carry
carrying thein out has been along or-- reserve and depreciation such
dinary business lines, with the im-- ' "mounts as will enable the company
falfa business the viBitor is reminded
that 10 years ago there was not even
a sprig of alfalfa in this section that
the whole country was but a mesquite
thicket, and that it was just ten
years ago when the first artesian well
was brought in. The Alfalfa festival
will bring a great many hundreds of
people, for it is the most unique
thing ever given anywhere, as here
we have the finest of this character
hay in the world, and the product is
far and away bigger in tonnage per
secondiOd$X RiwO?30jy convocation
HlJtOjr Monday ofWfetmT f Rt Masonicf 7:30 p. m.
tigated on the charge that it is seek-
ing to overcapitalize and pile up inter-
est charges in the same way that tho
ew Haven did. Overcapitalization,
each month
Artesia, N'. M., Sept. Id. October
14, 15 and 1 will be gala days hi Ar-
tesia; for then the big meeting of
the west Texas and eastern New Mex-
ico Press and Commercial clubs will
take place here. There are to be up-
wards of il newspaper editors, and
twice that many live wires from the
Hall at
plied, and generally, with the ex-- allv 'imp to replace old plant and
The back aches at times with a dull
indescribable feeling, making you
weary and restless; piercing pains
shoot across the region of the kidneys
and again the loins are so lame that
to stoop is agony. No use to rub or
apply a plaster to the back if the kid
big Interest charges, inadequate ex- - pressed approval, authorization or ;'d methods with new plant and new
....... I !..... P.. ...U4nlH,.. t.nnta .... J. A. MASSIE.ARTHUR SEL1GMAN, H. P.
Secretary.commercial organizations of the
p. ..umu.o u.a.uwi,...,, ..v. c.onsent of the municipal and state au-- , memoes as rast as they mav be
proper equipment-t- hat these go t,uiriti(1(. direcav interf)HtPi. 0ur ,.t. ' and found to be to the
congress is beginning to see. f( hM b(,pn ot onl, to obev )e lnw vantage of the service. We believeSo congress is gestating several bill- s- lint ,0 avoj(J RVPrvtllill(; whifn mign?.jllmt in addition, such fair chargessome looking to control of railroad, should beof an at-- , paid upon the investment tn
towns within a radius of 300 miles in acre tnan anywhere else. This year
all directions. The program has not approximately 2500 carloads of alfalfabeen entirely arranged, but the follow-;Wi- be shipped to feeders all over the
neys are weak. You cannot reach the
cause. Follow the example of this
Santa Fe citizen.
Miss Adeln. Arias, Santa Fe, X. Mex,
Santa Fe Comnianaery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon- -others to taking over the.,finance; al evasion. ; plant as will enable the company ating will be on the bill: country and as the price is now
$11.50 per ton, constantly going up, it says: " suffered from a dull, heavv f day in each month atMasonic Hall at 7:30
p. tn.
Get Together; the Thing We Must
Do. Gayle Talbot.
Alfalfa, Does It Pay. G. R.
ache in the small of my back. I wasis easy to see that our farmers are
frequently bothered by headaches and 'prosperous, especially when one knows
the fact that on each acre of alfalfa WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C.W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.dizzy spells.
I felt tired and didn't
have any ambition. Doun's Kidnev
Our busines methods and policy, !"" unle 10 u'ain money necessary
and practically all of the details as to Pri)vilf! '"e plant required to meet
Hit- - transaction of our business, are tf,(' continHinR- demands of the public;
in titters of common knowledge and a.nd m orc1,'r Ul"t was,B a1"' duplica-jaie- .
and for many years have been, ,,"n of efTor, m!,v he avoided and
known to the government. We f"'mity of "'""Pose and common con-wil- l
willingly furnish the government !1'01 be enforc,l. that there should be
any additional information which is in ? centralized general administration
Making a Farm Pay. E. F Free- - more than four tons are cut and baled
Pills cured all these ailments, and I
have been in good health ever since.
liUUUUUa tlft fiUtCi iiiiitriiL li.-o-.
Senator William Hughes, of ,
has a regular standing order
that the doorkeepers shall not bring
any women's cards to Mm. He is
dodging the suffrage question.
Representative J. W. Hryan, of
Washington, will soon deliver an Im-
portant speech in the house dealing
v.ith the Poindexter-Brya- n bill for the
Immediate development of Alaska.
General Brown, who in 1804 was one
of the. "generals" in Coxey's army, is
It a cold settles on my kidneys, I take
Santa Fe Lodge of Per-
fection No. 1, 14th de-
gree. Ancient and Ac-
cepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
man.
Fruit Growing. .1. Ti. Cecil.
The Dairy. .1. S. Carlo.
The Newspaper. Frank Xewkirk.
Hogs for Profit. S. A. fanning.
Electric Pumping. Albert Keys.
Pecos Valley Oil Fields. J. B. Trox- -
ej.
Railroads and Rates S. B. Kemp.
Baling and Marketing Alfalfa.
Walton A. Hyatt.
The Sam II Farm. Cnassigned.
' The first day will be one of organi
a few doses of Uoan's Kidney Pills
and they fix me up all right. When
I first used Dean's Kidney pills
1 was so grateful for the benellt they
gave me that I recommended them. I
think just as highly of them now, as!
I did then."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
and shipped this year.
Artesia will be able to take care of
all who come in very handsome man-
ner. The people are the most hos-
pitable in the world, even with one
another; bo when a stranger comes
in well recommended he is taken in
charge by all and several and his stay
made as pleasant as possible and for
this convention the whole people is
back of the chamber of commerce in
lis efforts, which contemplates noth-
ing less than the biggest success ever
achieved in Artesia. The people, in
cur possesion or under our control,!: " """"";Hnm won ann nav-an- d
will cordially co operate with it in "'ff RoneraI authority over the whole
obtaining such further information as " lnatte common to all or matters
It may require. Every possible assist-- ! ('f Spneral policy.
anee will be given by us to the courts
NVe 1(''ipve that any surplus beyond
in their effort to determine whether,11' ncpssary to equalize dividends
our polity is or has been inimical to " a fair 1asis "hould be used by the
the public interest. We desire that ro,nan-- for tne benefit of the public
anything wrong be corrected; we will llIld Knoul' be inalienable for any
voluntarily rectify any wrong that c,l,pr I',lrP8p. and should be either in- -
the third Monday of each month at
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New
Cathedral. Visiting Scottish Rite
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
Venerable Master.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
B. P. O. E.
cents. Foster-Milbur- Co.. nuffnhi.
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
camping on Billy Kent'B lawn and
working on an improved flying ma
chine. Kent is financial angel for the
new patent, by which it is hoped to
make machines stable in the air, thus
making flying perfectly safe. Kent
says when this happens he will jaunt
back to California in a flying ma-
chine.
On the authority of the government,
bats do not seek to tangle themselves
in women's hair. That Is a libel on
may be pointed out to us; and, so far, revenue-earnin- g plant until
as it may be determined that our pol-- 1 m tessary to substitute plant which name 1 loan's andRemember thetake no other.
fact, hope to make the 11th, 15th and
16th of October such successful days
that hereafter everything shall date
from "the time the convention was
here."
Icy or any act under it is against the
public interest, we will promptly con-f- i
rm to such determination.
may become inadequate or obsolete,
or should be used to make the service
cheaper or better.
We believe that, under nroner irov- -
Satlta Fe LodgeNo.
460, B. P. O. J,
holds Its regular
'lejnlon on the sec-
ond and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. VlMtlBK
e believe that If each of our ex- -
zation, selection of officers, etc., and
general business. The second day
the people of Artesia will entertain
the visitors, automobile rides all over
the district being on the program,
and every attention will be given to-
ward a proper exposition of what the
Pecos Valley really is. The third day
will be devoted to business and selec-
tion of next meeting place,
This meeting is expected to be of
greatest moment, because those at-
tending as well as the Artesia mem-
bership, are each intent and thought-
ful, and they understand that this is
not merely a joy trip, but that instead
the bat. The department of agriSELLS HIS BEER
NOT SO INTENDING culture says the bad reputation of bats
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORNEYS AT-LAW- .
EDWARD P. DAVIE8,
City Attorney.
Capital City Bank Building,
Rooms 17-1-8
Santa Fe, New Mexico
brothers are invit-
ed ami welcome.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
13 probably due in large part to a mis- -
i.iircti acuH'i'irinn ot nur kimiiiv mini
changes were made an independent
"" ana regulation the
null under a separate control, the ef pro lrom Promotion or operation
feet upon the telephone service of the a,,owp'1 be distributed should not
country would be. a condition so into!-b- ao larRe as 10 warrant or tempt
f Table that the public would refuse to co",.ple,e d!lleation of plant and
to it and would immediately Knization, with its duplication of
such physical connection andjC!lpi,al charges and its organization,
common control of these various units maintenance and deprecia
as would amalgamate them into a , " e!iP"llBes; and we do not believe
lousing, Mich., Sept. 10. Realizing , . u.,.h lha aa, v.mnfm bat" Exalted Ruler.that he had made a terrible mistake,
Michael Leleski, who had sold a re
C. H. WILSON.
Secretary.
of the tropics which sucks the blood
of animals. Our bats are valuable to
the community. They eat mosquitoesfrigerator
to a local second-han- deal
er niahwrl intn tli ntnro an hntir nf.
of insects, single system. Physical connection in 'V,,K al 'air rates ante'r he had parted with his box andi"1!(i manr 0,her branda G. W. PRICHARD,Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- ,(ffleient and sufficiently comnrehen- -some of which are injurious to crops the case of telephone or telegraph
it is educational every minute, where
the man who has succeeded will in-
form ajl how he did it, so that each
may return to his home and profit by
the lessons. The idea, of course, is to
Isive universal service shrink! ho i. Practices in all the District Court!does not mean transfer of messagesand orchards. To keep bats out of the
house, the department suggests a
begged to buy it or part of its con-
tents.
Questionting on the part of the pro
Santa Fe Gamp
13514, M. W. A.
meets second Tues-
day each month, so-
cial meeting third
TueBday at Flre--
J'ct to limitp(1 competition, not giving and ivef special attention tofrom one line to the other. It means csbw
before the State Supreme Court.simple remedy: Find the hole at gnch a connection as will permit one r"ch Competition which ig- -build up this entire Pecos country
to build on certainty and without spec
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. Mwhich the bat conies In and stop it up
while the bat. is outside. man's Hall. Visit- -
person to have the actual possesion of ' "" lunusn a com- -
tbe particular line of communication !pk',e and comprehensive service is
fiom one end of it to the other and "ot competition, is not for the benefit jlng neighbors welcome.
prietor divulged the fact that the re-
frigerator had been emptied of all its
contents, and that the seller had over-
looked, In his hurry, 12 bottles of
beer.
The supply had been laid in for the
homecoming, but because of a change
in jobs the man and his family In
The amalgamated order of rich tax Ithis can only be given efficiently by ex-- Uie n,1"l,e n that It does not reach A. G. WHITT1ER, Consul.
A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.rind sere of the District of Columbia ' change systems and connecting lines :",H ,I1, Public interested.
If, therefore, complete duplication.I ns subscribed a generous fund to under a common control; and that is
firrht nniTimisRinners Slddnns and v hat the Bell Svstem is.
Chas. F. Easley, . Chai. H. Easley
EASLEY & EAiLEY,
Attorneys-a- t aw.
Practice In the Courts and befert
Laud Department.
Land grants and titles examines.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Eit
cla, N. H.
with its dual exchange connection and
tended to leave the city hurriedly for Newman. The district has a com-- 1 In this connection, and for general w' se lce, is a prerequisite.
I'lacent set of judges and much Is Information, we will restate the policy ,0 cqmplete competition, government
hoped for legal writs. Meantime a which controlled the building up of j control and regulation cannot go hand
Iowa, and decided to Bell their house
hold goods instead of moving them.
ulative values in mind. The secre-
tary of the general association, R. M.
Harkey, states that this meeting will
be the most important ever held.
In Artesia for many years there has
been a Cemetery association, the mem-
bers being all the ladies of the city
and this association will join the
chamber of commerce in entertaining
the visitors. Each year the Cemetery
association gives a flower festival,
about the first of October; but this
season the event has been postponed
to coincide with the dates of the con-
vention, when there will be a flower
parade, flower show and other inter-
esting entertainments by the ladies.
The association have strong commit
in hand with competition.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879, Brotherh-
ood of Ameri-
can Yoemen.
Meets second
and fourth Mo-
ndays of the
month at the
The refrigerator was a part of the
goods bought by the store, but the
bill is being prepared in the house the Hell System, and our belief as to
under the highest Democratic what a telephone system should be,
auspices looking to a clean sweep of and what are its relations to the pub-th- e
district Judiciary. The district lie.
seller declared that its contents were
not intended to be part of the bar
We believe that the record of the
Bell System will be accepted by ;he
public as fully in accord with these
declarations. Consistent adherence to
this policy has given the public of the
United States the best, most compre
gain. He further declared that his
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist.
Oti- - Spitz Jewelry Stor.
Rooms l, 2 and I.
Phone Reo 6.
Office Hours g a. m. te I .
And by Appointment.
We believe In and were the first to
advocate Btate or government control
and regulation of public utilities; that
"wife never watched nothing butpar- - Fireman's Hall.H. Foreman. H. L. Baca,
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
ties," and in consequence he had been hensive and cheapest telephone serthis control or regulation should be byout. many things during his married
has long needed a new batch of
judges. One of those to go will be
Daniel Thew Wright, of Gompers' con-
tempt case fame. Another will be
Ashley M. Gould, who was under in-
vestigation in connection with the fire
insurance scandal In the district some
n onths ago.
life because of her Inattention to do Permanent quasi-judici- bodies, act-- 1 ,n 108 worm ana made the Bel.
inp after thorough investigation 'and "iandards the standards of all nations.mestic economy.
ifZTT)CLASH OVER THATNAUGHTY7 TANGO
governed by the equities of each ,J0 renlve uny possible excus? for
case; and that this control or regula- - misapprehension on account of the
tion, beyond requiring the greatest ef--i ma"y misleading statements whiib
fieieney and economy, should not In- - ,lave bt'en circulated as to the allseed
terfere with management or opera-- ' unnecessary and overcapitaliiation
lion. We believe that these bodies, if 811(1 excessive charges of the Bell Sys- -
tees for every phase of their portion
of the entertainment, and it will go
through without a hitch.
Tho chamber of commerce is in
charge of all other matts for the
convention. An Alfalfa festival will
doubtless be pulled off on the conven-
tion days, so that the visitors will
have opportunity to note what the
farmers of this section have in the
way of hay, and how they prepare
it for the market. Prizes wUl be
On the whole, it is a pretty good
tariff bill. It is revision downward at
last.
Santa Fe Lodge
No. 2, Knights of
Pythias meets
every Second and
Fourth Friday of
the month at 8
o'clock p. m,
Meeting In K.
of P. Hall over
Kaune's store.
All visiting
Knights are most
Ann Arbor, Mich., Sept. 10. In Dex MMter they do not let anybody tango,but at a public, dance six young men, AUTO TERMINALtwo of whom are Detroit lads, it is
AT STATE FAIR A.
tliey are to be permanent, effective, Iel". tne tollowing statisl'cs are siven
ami of public benefit, should be thor-,- ' Except where stated, the fig.iros are
oughly representative; they should be for tne ReH System; that is, the
of Buch character and should so con-- 1 American Telephone and Telegraph,
duct their investigations and deliber- - 1Jni i,B Associated Companies,
fltions as to command such respect TIle entire Bell System on June 30,
from both the public and the corpora- - 191;i- - had outstanding in the hands of
tions that both will without question ,lle Public obligations (i. e., notes,
said, and four from Ann Arbor, insist-
ed in doing the dance deBpite the pro T.( & S. F. R'Y
j cordially Invited.
11. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
!A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st, 1913.
tests of the Dexter police.
The young men were asked either
to quit their fancy dancing or leave
the hall. They refused to do either
The result was a fracas and hurry call
to the village constable. When the
Albuquerque, Sept. 10. Albuquerque
during the New Mexico state fair, Oc-
tober is to be the terminus of
the most important automobile track
ever attempted in the state since the
buzz wagon invaded the southwest.
Through the efforts of Mayor Sellers
and the fair management, arrange-
ments have been made with the auto- -
given for the best bale, for the best
grade hay, for the largest load, etc.,
and al lthese will eagerly be com-
peted for. Some years there have
been such tremendous loads of alfalfa
as to make even the home peopla
gaBp and one year, when the Wichita,
Kansas, business men were here on
a trade excursion, the mayor of that
city in an address stated that he
didn't believe before that there was
so much alfalfa hay in all the world
as he had seen on the streets of Ar-
tesia that afternoon. In all this al- -
accept their conclusions. open accounts, bonds and shares) to
We believe that the public would j tne Par value of $776,000,000.
In this way get all the advantages
' Tlle DOk value of the total tangible
and avoid all the manifest disadvan- - j atsets, which is considerably less than
tapes of public ownership. tneir replacement value, amounted to
We believe that centers of business 1900,000,000. Many appraisals of
officer arrived a fight ensued in which
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con-
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259, holds Its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel-
come.
BENITO ALARID, President
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
the Dexter boys are said to have
taken the part of the visitors. The
result was that Deputy Wienman was and population exist for the conveni- - FPerty included in these assets have
considerably mussed up and sat upon.
Friday Marshal Wyman swore out six
No. 3 carries passengers to Albutr.ice of the public as a whole, and that
no such center can prosper without
been made, and most of them uudcr
the direction of public authorities. In
no case has the value as its stands onwarrants for their arrest
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
mobilists and good roads enthusiasts
of El Paso and the southern and
southeastern New Mexico cities for a
reliability run which will probably
bring several hundred cars into Al-
buquerque during fair week. The El
sufficient and efficient means of inter- -
course with other centers and tribu-itn- e books failed to be sustained, and
ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2. I. O. o. r.
Santa Fe Lodge
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con
t'try territories: that such means can in most cases it has been very large- -
only be afforded by prosperous util- - '." exceeded.Success depends largely upon nect with No. 1 westbound, andNo. 2, eastbound, connecting atAlbuquerque with "Cut-off- "
train for Clovis and Venes Val-
ley points.
Paso automobile organization and
newspapers and the boosters of Las
Cruces, San Marcial, Alamogordo, Car-rizoz-
and other towns have taken up
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
In Odd Fellows Hall. VUltlJig broth-
ers always welcome.liooa tieaiui
the project with zest and scores of enIn your race for success don't loose sight of thefact that only
through good health can you attain success.
The tension you must necessarily place upon your nerves, and the
sacrifice of proper exercise you have to make at times must bebalanced in some way.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legil forms
when you get them already printed
at the New Mexican PrintingI
ity and service companies and that i The tta' dividends and interest
fair rates are essential to prosperous I'ald during the year 1912 amounted
companies. We do not believe that any: onIy 6 per cent on the average of
public either desires or can obUiu, J',s outstanding rthlierattons, and to less
nor can any service or utility furniBh, ,han 5 per cent on the average value
permanent and efficient service at less f Its assets.
tnan cost, including capital charges. The actual cash which has been paid
We believe that ultimately the public j into the treasury of the American
either directly or Indirectly pays the j Telephone and Telegraph Company on
losses involved in the efforts to fur- - account of the capital obligations now
nif.h such service at less than its fair outstanding amounts to $22,000,000
cost, either through the loss of the more than tie par of such outstand-capita- l
involved, the losses incident to j lnS obligations.
poor service or the necessary increase i The Associated Companies collected
tries have already been made. No
speed contests will occur, the run be-
ing strictly a reliability event. It will
have a tremendous effect in awaken-
ing and increasing interest in the im-
provement of the highways. An effort
ia being made with prospects of suc-
cess to enlist the Pecos valley motor-
ists in the plan and bring a big cara-
van of gasoline buggies from Roswell.
Carlsbad, Artesia and other towns to
Join the procession. Work has com-
menced at once on the improvement of
the roads between Albuquerque and El
Paso and a lively rivalry has sprung
up as to which routes will be followed.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe COS p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 7 westbeund car-
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 8:35 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 11:30
a. m.
Call "Central" for Train
Reports.
in charges required to pay for duplica-- 1 "rom the public and paid back in
tion of capital.
DR. PIERCE'S CHEAT
FAMU.T DOCTOR BOOK,
The People's CommonSome Medical AaVUer
newly revised
edition-- of 1008
pae-ei- , ancwera boeto
of delicate question
which ereiy women,
uisleoraiarried,ouBht
to know. Sent FREE
in cloth blading to any
addreee on receipt of31 one-ce- gtamne. to
cover cost of wrappins
and mawififj only. ,
it the balancing power a vitalizing power. It acts onthe stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition, thus
purifying the blood and giving strength to the nerves,
indirectly aiding the liver to perform its very important
"work. Dr. Pierco'm Golden Medical Ditcovery has been
euccessful for a generation as a tonic and body builder.
Sold by medicine dealers in liquid or tablet form-tr- ial
box of "Tablets" mailed on receipt of 60 one
cent stamps.
If in failing health write Dr. R. V. Pierce's
faculty at Iaralkb' Hotel, Buffalo, New York.
Get rid of the torment of rheumatism
That you can do by ridding yourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kid-
neys allow uric acid poisons to remain
in the blood and rheumatic pains,
swollen and aching joints follow. Take
Foley Kidney Pills to ease you of the
pain and torment. They will positive-
ly and permanently build up the kid-
neys, restore their normal action and
keep the uric acid crystals out of the
lood and body. Try them. The Capi-
tal Pharmacy.
taxes over $10,000,000 during the year
1912.
The steadily increasing necessities
We believe that the highest com-
mercial value of the telephone service
depends on its completeness on the
extent and comprehensiveness of the
facilities for intercommunication, not
or.ly between individuals but between
of the public not only for additional
but for new telephone service can only
be met by new construction, involr-- l
ing capital outlay. To meet these de--'
Ads alwaysNew Mexican Want
bring results. Try it
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BISSg&KBESEBS popularspondence cards, in CraneB
styles and make. At The
Pharmacy, Inc.
CapitalOFFICIAL NEWSJ L0CAL,TeMS- -
A Line of Fall andNobby Wintf-- r
(suitings and overcoats at Mnralier's
Tickets on sale at all of the drugtrout streams are beginning to cease '
.es or ut ,he door. Price 5(J and
"Vital Issues of the Day!" Says
the Las Vegas Optic: "A Santa Fe
clergyman Sunday gently hinted to
the New Mexican that a newspaper
made itself appear ridiculous when it
devoted two or more columns daily to
Farmers' Conference.
Governor W. C. .McDonald lias re to yield enough (ish to satisfy the ang- cents.
F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
Auto Delivery Every Hour I Auto Delivery Every Hour!
Another ear of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will ouy, try It. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl un-der 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
discussions of the 'rag' dances. From
this distance it would appear that the
reverend gentleman is correct, though
r"ou will find many good smokes In
our cigar case. No trouble to select
the particular size, shape and hade
you like. Zook's.
License to Wed A marriage license
was issued by the county clerk to Ber-- i
naido Rodriguez and Miss Lena Sena,
the New Mexican may be only at
tempting to do its duty by giving Wide
Publicity to the Vital Issues of the
Day." The New Mexican has not
been devoting two or more columns a
Tells Consumptives
How He Got Well
Tuhercultttslg is snltl to W cur:ille hy
limply llviujf in tlie njK'tl nir mill nikihgan uliunuuuue of flush .'kj-'- s hiiiJ milk.
I udoubtedly, sonic persons are lieiit'fiUMIn this wuy ; hut the ttpiiropriutP reineityfor Consumption Is Kckimtn's Alturallvf.io nil y,,u poKsllily ciui to mid to streiiKtli
Him Increase weight; eat wholesome.
food, anil lueatlie the eleanest and
purest ulr lueii. to the sensible IliiiiKs ofHKlit living, add the tnnle anil l.eneuVial
facets
,'
Kekumu'K Alterative. Head whatdid iu this ease:
4V, H, nth .street. WlllniiiRlou, Del.(.entlemeii: III
.lanuaiy. Iluis. wasliiKen with liemoiTliaRes f the luliKs. Myphi sletaii one of t. lead iiiK praet It loners,
.in lm,K trouble. 1 took euieo,f.. 1,1 'Hiiintilies, but I Kot veryweak he dnetora said I would not (tainl
weight as Ioiik as I stayed In the store;
dn ,i,.l'Vl V ,w"r!hiK and prayed en.--might Lr,.t ,,. , .ic.V(. mJ,prayers were answered, for .Mr
my einuloyer J.pi,.tt & Co..Ijepurlmeiii Store. :iih! to ::14 Market street,Del.), had lean,,,) , rein-
ed- called Kckliinns Alterative that haildone great kooiI. and upon his reeoiumeii-datlo-
I hoK.in tallliiu it at ,.,. rlliwas about June, 1!os. continued faith-
fully, usini; no other renin! v. and liuallv
noticed the elearhii; of the Iiiubs. I linnh-believ-
Kckuinn's Allerallvc saved invlife. I sent my spittle later to the SlateBoard of Health to tie examined for inber.
eulosis baellii. itnd none were found. Mv
mother died from Consumption when I
was about two years old.
"I make lids statement so that others
may learn of the wonderfiit merits of
Kckmau's Alterative. I reward my recov-
ery as heinir miraculous."
(Sworn Aflldavltl JAS. SI.JCIHKS.
ftcktiiiin's Alrerallve Is effective in
Asthma. Hay Fever; Throat and
jieived from T. A. Wright, of Knox-v.il-
Tenn., president of the National
Conservation exposition which is being
held at Knoxville, during: September
;uid October of this year, a lengthy let- -
ter detailing tlie ideas intended to be
developed by the exposition, and tell-
ing more parllcuaily of a conference
cf farmers of all the states which
will be held there September 12th to
ICth. Addresses will be delivered by
(afford Hinchot and others interest-
ed in conservation work. The gover-l'o- r
is asked to appoint delegates from
among the leading farmers of the
state, but on acouut of the short time
intervening before the conference was
l.eld, it was decided that it would be
lers, lias led to a suggestion that some
ol them should be restocked and then
closed for at least a year or probably
two. This line of inquiry developed
at the state game warden's office
this morning that the closing of a
stream to fishermen could only be
done by the legislature. Game Ward-
en de Baca stated that he had tried to
have such authority embodied in the
game and fish law, but could not do
so, and that nothing could be done
along this line until the next session
of the legislature meets. He said now
that New Mexico would have 1,700,000
trout annually to put into the streams
due to the loaning of the Bartlett fish
hatchery to the state, that some such
regulations were absolutely necessary,
and that every stream that is stocked
should be closed for at least a year.
Phone No. 4
day to the rag dance or to any other
dance. There are some papers, how-
ever, devoting more than two col-
umns to the subject. The Pittsburgh
Leader of September 7, just received,
ANDREWS
uoth of this city.
Boiling Meat, ribs or brisket 10c lb.
Andrews.
You're always a welcome visitor at
the New Mexico State Fair, Albuquer-
que, October Cth to 11th. Everything
to instruct and entertain.
You never go wrong in placing your
fish order with the Modern market,
phone 262, Frank Mourer, proprietor.
A Big Smash in prices on our new
Due of glassware and dishes. You can- -
has an eight column story dealing
with "How Schools Will Fight Rag-
time."
Tomorrow is the day to buy peaches
to put up, drop in and see them andimpossible for any Xew Mexico dele-
gates to get there in time.
t ot afford to miss this sale. See ad
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co. to-
day.
300 hats regular price $4.00 at $2.50
let us know how many you want for
Friday, these will be the best and
cheapest. Andrews.
Exciting Motor Trip With the re-
port that "some of the hills were so
'during the sale. The Hub. N. Salmon.
Have you asked jour best girl to
go with you to the State Fair at Al-
buquerque, October (ith to 11th? You'd
Short Session.
The session of the supreme court
this morning was a very brief one.
Case No. 1574 a habeas corpus pro-
ceeding, was passed, and case No.
1580, W. E. Rogers vs. the Kemp Lum-
ber Co. was submitted on briefs, fol-
lowing which an adjournment until 10
o'clock tomorrow was taken.
OFF ?
i.iiiik I roubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiatesor r drills. Ask for booklet
telllnif of recoveries, and write to Kckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia. I'a.. for more evi-dence. For sale hy nil leadlliK driiKKlsts
md by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe
steep that, the gasoline would not flow
into the carburetor," W. J. Wilkinson
and party returned from the Cliff
Dwellings in a Haynes car. A mem-
ber of the party, registered at the a
hotel, said: "The trip was
hl'ed with exciting and hair raising
experiences from the time we left
Pleased With Report.
James A. French, state engineer,
was so pleased with the report that
the county commissioners and the
county road board of San Miguel coun-
ty had agreed to forget their differ-
ences and get to work for the better-- i
i tent of the roads in that county, that
he stated this morning it was his in-
dention to offer them every assist-
ance in his power, and that the con-
vict road camp at Lamy would prob-ji.bl- y
be moved over to the Tecolote
Mil in Han Miguel county within a
week. ThiB is said to be one of the
We Have a New Assortment of
Glassware
and Dishes
CT Something New
deed artistically decorated. ThereNotaries Commissioned.
The following were commissioned Packman Hill until the
--eturn to v ere dahlias of many colors, masses
better or she will be going with some
other fellow.
Good home cooking, quick service
at the Plaza Cafe.
Don't forget the musical treat to be
held at the Scottish Rite Cathedral
at S : 15 sharp.
Everybody Loves Johnston's candies
fresh today, direct from the factory.
Sold only at The Capital Pharmacy,
Inc.
Deaf School Reopens The New
Mexico school for the deaf reopens to-
day. The pupils are arriving on every
train and indications point to a suc
It was only by repeated at-- 1 of asters and nasturtiums. GoldenSanta Fe.notaries public yesterday by Govetnor
McDonald: William E. Baker, Ias
Graces; Simon Neustadt, I.os Lunas;
svorst pieces of road between Santa FJ EJttore Franc-hint- Albuquerque; Clar- -
Mosesence Iden, East Las Vegas;
n. Stevens, Las Cruces.
and Las Vegas, and Mr. French as
well as the residents of San Miguel
county are anxious to get it put in
better shape.
tempts that some of the steep hills
were climbed. At the bottom of one
hill the car broke through a small
bridge and was only extricated by dint
of hard work and perseverance. Mr.
Wilkinson is proud of his car as he
caintains that this is the only car
that has ever made the trip clear to
the rim of the Frijo'es canyon 'with
I assengers intact.' " In the party were
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkinson nnd three chil-
dren, of Roswell: Mrs. L. B. Merchant
cessful school year.
Have that old iron made .new.
Cnagey & Ervien.
The reception to be held immediate-
ly following the recital ts free to all
Will Work in Harmony.
The good roads question was finally
settled yesterday afternoon at the
court house when the San Miguel road
board and the county commissioners
decided to work in harmony for a
period of three months, pending the
decision of the supreme court in the
case In regard to the payment of war-
rants of the road board, says the Las
Vegas Optic.
The meeting was well attended and
Start On Taos Road Soon.
A team of mules was sent to
yesterday after the specially
tuilt road wagon which Korber &
Company have built for the use of the
field parties of the state engineer's of-
fice. As soon as the wagon gets here,
a surveying party will leave in it for
vyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyvyvyyySvy
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
red, asparagus and hollyhocks banked
the walls. The table was decorated
in pink and white. During the recep-
tion, which was from 4 to 6 p. m.
music was discoursed. Assisting the
hostesses were Mesdames 'Woodruff,
Laughlin, Nuding, Davies, Thomas,
Thornton, Uapp. F. W. Clancy, March,
M. Otero, Gtlmour, Van Hecks,
Ilaynes, Castle, Kegel, F. C. Wilson,
i'islce, Sargent, Asplund; Misses Rutn
Laughlin, Helen Laughlin, Laura
Wood and Franz. There were 175
ladies at the reception, and all of them
teemed much pleased to welcome Mrs.
Fean and Miss Bean back to Santa Fe.
In the evening Mrs. Castle gave an
dance at library hall in honor
of the visitors.
Solved the Puzzle The following
received prizes in Santa Fe election
laundry puzzle: First, E. H. Baca; sec-
ond, F. P. Newhall; third, O. E. Sco-fiel-
J. P. Monty, George Thompson,
John H. Walker, Mrs. Sturges, Dr. V.
S. Cheyney (Willard), and Jose Diaz.
Everything In Hardware. in survey of the Taos-Sant- a Fe road,
and Joe Wilcox who was at the wheel.
Andrews has the best of everything
in meats, fish, oysters, poultry, etc.
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
nipples of all styles, brashes, baby
foods, talcum powders and the most
careful prescription department to
help baby when ill. Zook's.
Will Be Represented Roswell will
he well represented at the Third
meeting of the New Mexico Fed-
eration of Women's clubs which Is to
LUDWIU WM. ILFELD. ' W. M. WICKHAM Engineer J. P. Monty will be in charge represented several of the largest taxof the party, and it will probably payers in the county. The county
leave the first of next week. commissioners will allow the expen- -
Iriitnre of sl.liOfl for the purpose of
v ho hold tickets, and all will be more
than welcome. It is to be held In the
spacious dining room of the Scottish
Kite Cathedral.
For Sale Two cash registers,
counters, scales, desk and show case.
F. Andrews.
Conway on the Job Truant Officer
Conway is making an active campaign
in an effort to fill the city and paro-
chial schools to their capacity. He
states that the law will be enforced
to the very letter, and asks full coop-
eration of all citizens.
FOR RENT Five room modern
house one and one-hal- f blocks from
plaza. Joseph B. Hayward.
Miss Sparks to Sing Miss Hazel
Mounted Police Report Arrests. building and repairing roads. The
work on the highways will start
convene at Santa Fe October this
Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
John York and Fidel Ortiz, repre- -
sentin the county commissioners,
and George H. Hunker and Mayor R.
.1. Taupert, representing the county
road board, made the agreement,
Mounted Policeman J. A. Beal of
Deming reports the arrest there of VV.
j.T. Hudgins, who it is said gave a bad
j check. It is also reported that Hud-- I
gins made the check good and the
complaint was dropped. He also re-- j
ports the arrest of Henry Birchfield at
Pratt, N. M., for alleged horse steal-- !
ing. Later however, it is said the
nirehfields paid the former owner
$125 for the horse and this complaint
also was dropped.
year. This city has three organiza-
tions which are identified with the
tstnte federation, and each is entitled
to official representation. The Shake-
speare club has not as yet named its
delegates, nor has the Federated
Mothers and Teachers clubs but will in
Ihe near future, says the Roswell Rec-c-
The AToman's club is entitled to
Sparks will sing at the recital to be
JAPANESE LAND ON
CHINESE COAST SAYS REPORT.
London, Sept. 10. A Japanese arm-
ed force was landed today at Nanking,
China, according to a special dispatch
from Shanghai.
which was favored by the citizens
present. Mayor H. .T. Taupert, who
was appointed several months ago
by the governor as a member of the
road board, but who has not served
since his nomination, announced that
he would act as a member of that
body.
MODERN AND
ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Service and Cuisine
the Best in the Citj
Ample facilities forlarjje
and yimilt banquets. 4
g;ven by Miss Bean this evening. Miss
Sparks has a very sweet voice, and is
one of our "native daughters."
Take advantage of this three last
days sale as you never will get the
chance to save so much money after.
N. Salmon.
Elks Meet Tonight The regular
monthly meeting of the local lodge of
n. P. O. E. will be held tonight at Elks
hall. Several matters of interest will
Should Trout Streams Be Closed.
The fact that some of New Mexico's
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
can.
three delegates and these will be Mrs.
.T. M. Peacock, Mrs. Clark A. Baker
nnd Mrs. G. T. Veal. Mrs. C. E. Ma-ro-
stnte and Mrs.
Hugerman, general federation secre-
tary will attend, as will also Mrs.
Kathryn Ray, editor of the Council
TURKEY TROT 13 FIRST
AMERICAN FOLK DANCEJfeJtSS..'.,,,;
it. - r
For quick results,
little "WANT."(Continued from page five.) be discussed and a large attendanceof Elks is requested. The initiations
will be put over until next meeting.
Just Received our Fall line ofHOTEL DE VARGAS
F)res, and chairman of the Health
committee. In addition to these rep-
resentatives who have votes in the
Soneral federation, several ladies will
attend unofficially.
Andrews Two Meat Markets are now
consolidated, expense reduced and
dames as the stately minuet gave place
j to the giddy waltz. For to them danc-in- g
was a matter of social etiquette,
ericau to invent a ihylhmic play of
movements he does not habitually
use. Yet these same movements of
the daily life ot.the European peas-
ants are what is taught to the public
sdiool children.
The Turkey's Walk.
But nearly every citizen of the
United States knows something of the
ways of the turkey, the national fowl.
He also is well pleased with his love
cf incessant change as well as hip oivn
sense of the ridiculous. So what is
more natural than to find that when
ladies' suits, coats and skirts. Prices
moderate. Fit guaranteed. Call am!SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 lip.
Room Without Bath, $2.25 Up. inspect samples. Muralter, the tailor.Nestor Armijo Dead News has
been received here of the deatli in Al-
buquerque yesterday of Nestor G. Ar-
mijo. His w(uow is a niece of Mrs. E.
H. Haca of this city. Mr. and Mrs.
NEW STYLISH HATS
IN SATIN AND WHIIi FELT.
They are Swell, at
"The Milliner"
MISS A. MUGLER
OUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
not an affair of rhythmic
And the eighteenth century
beau was as fond of displaying his
shapely calves as was his partner of
exhibiting her well turned ankles.
First Natural Dancers.
Since the dancing of the masters
was altogether based upon the affec-
tation of that period, it was in the
negro cabin alone that one could find
spontaneous, rhythmic
of true dancing. So when the twen-
tieth century abandons the nineteenth
prices in consequence. Round steak
20c, and loin 25c, boiling meat
ribs or brisket 10c lb.
175 At Reception One of the most
important Bocial affairs of the month
was the reception given yesterday
afternoon at Library hall by Mrs.
Weltmer, Miss Atkinson and Mrs. Bur-
rows in honor of Mrs. V. L. Bean and
her talented daughter. Miss Virginia
rean, of El Paso. The hall was ta
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
ine American people s.t irt evolve Baca leave this afternoon for the Duke
a nntlnnal dance form they begin with j city to attend the funeral which will
the turkey's Judicrous walk? Hut, true be held tomorrow,
to their love of change, they have but j Beautiful Creations in Cranes e
this a starting point from tionery. Look for announcements iu
wl.;rl- to embark on a carper of paper. Grandest creations
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and tiinv.c and fa: tastic Inutiitior. of alltlie daily evo.iix In th.;ir r.'jrvons, everSalt. century's waltz it rightfully uses some:
' Sola Ago nts For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
of the old negro forms. For the s
were the first natural dancers
here, and this is a natural age.
While private Individuals may right
full V nhiec.t. tn whntpvpr ritanlonnpR
changing life.
If present day moralist.? will but
exercise a little commoi sense they
will at once realize that the folk
dances which American children do
so prettily under the walc"iful eyeThP OnlV PYflllcivP (Train hnilCP ill anfa F ithem may not one expect public offl
..v a1" "uuuv iu juihu iv cials to consider the sentiments of the the teacher, look quite difer-m- t when
imaginable. At The Capital Pharmacy,
Inc.
For Weak Districts Quite a num-
ber of school directors from different
parts of the county, are here today, in
conference with County Superintend-
ent Conway pertaining to school af-
fairs. The superintendent is making
preparations for the building of new
school houses in a number of weak
districts.
Wanted fifty men for board and
room. Six dollars per week. Plaza
Cafe.
Seriusly III Miss Josie Lujan,
(laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Apolonio
i'.ujan, of Canyon road, is seriously 111
suffering from ptomine poisoning. Miss
Iujan has been for the last two years
an efficient school teacher in the dif
Pbone Black
45 LEO HERSCH Phone B'ack45
community? Yet no doubt thejneon-sistenc-
in the conduct of the Mayor
of Xew York is due more to misap-
prehension of this special subject than
to carelessness.
In the ideal republics of the Greek
philosophers oft quoted by the Mayor
each member of the city government
with the other. Thus the
chief executive would have as counsel-
lors those who specialized in every
danced by the grown up men and
women of the nations to which these
dances really belong.
It is a singular fact that Pavlowa,
the pride of the imperial Russian bal-
let and the darling of the present Lon-
don season, observed this connection
between folk dancing and turkey trot-
ting, which appears to have escaped
the attention of this city's well sal-
aried director of physical training.
The Rusian dancer as she traveled
through this country several years
ago was no doubt impressed with the
fact that Americans lacked any means
of expressing themselves rhythmical-
ly. Then, in California she saw the
ferent school districts of Santa Fe
county. Her many friends hope for
her a speedy recovery.
For Rent Store room just vacated
by Plaza Market Co. See F. Andrews.
Mrs. Van Stone To Play Mrs. G.
McCUNTOCK & WRIGHT
Announce Their Tall Opening Display.
EXTEND to the people of Santa Fe andWE vicinity a cordial welcome to visit this
store and inspect the carefully selected
assortment of
MEN'S HIGH GRADE FURNISHING GOODS
at very reasonable prices.
Only well known Standard Brands of Merchandise
will be carried, such as
KNOX and STETSON HATS,
CLUETT, PEABODY & GO.'S SHIRTS,
AND WILSON BROS.' FINE
FURNISHINGS,
together with an line ol SHOES,
SWEATERS, OVERCOATS and CLOTHINU also
a line of FINE SU1TINQS from
ED. V. PRICE & CO.,
the largest makers of Tailored-to-Ord- er Clothing
in the World. Make our store your shopping
headquarters. You Will be pleased with our goods
and prices, and we will be pleased to show you,
whether you wish to buy or not.
McCUNTOCK & WRIGHT,
CLOTHIERS AND HABERDASHERS.
turkey trot, so when she sailed from
New York later this season she con
iform of the city's activities. New
York city pays a good salary to a d-
irector of physical training, under
whose department the public school
'dancing is classified.
The city even sees that the children
have plenty of opportunity to practice
uancing after school hours. For since
space is so scarce among us and the
homes are too small to allow the chil-
dren freedom of motion the public
school buildings are thrown open to
them for dancing after class hours,
The present public confusion on the
subject of dancing is doubtless due to
the fact that few people stop to con-
sider the following distinction between
gratulated us upon our acquisition of
a truly characteristic national dance.
H. Van Stone will open Miss Bean's
recital tonight with an organ solo. All
Know her ability as a pipe organist.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
BE SURE.
Lots of Mud Harry Lee, clerk of
the U. S. district court, is back from
a motor trip to Roswell. While the
journey was pleasant, great quantities
of mud were found between Roswell
MOVIES PICTURE
STOLEN CHILD
mBoston, Sept. 10. A mother's'
folk dancing and other forms of this
art. V
and Vaughn and Vaughn to Encino.
The heavy rains made motoring rather
difficult at times. With Mr. Lee were
Mrs. Lee, U. S. Marshal A. H. Huds-
peth and Mr. and Mrs. James Chaves.
A true folk dance is one in wnicn
search of nearly a year for her miss-
ing husband and child has been
brought to a successful close through
the medium of motion pictures, ac-
cording to a letter received from
Tokio, Japan, by the police.
John Ellis, a stock broker, who car
ried off his old daughter, Ogla,
despite a court order that she be de
livered to her mother, has been ilocat
ed in the Japanese capital by a person
who recognized his likeness in the
"movies" at Tokio. In a search for
the people themselves have made a
rhythmic game, naturally to some
popular air, of the movements used In
their everyday life. Thus the Scotch
Highlander, who lived by fighting the
lowland clans, danced the sword dance
or Highland Fling.
The French peasant has his vintage
Three more days of sale. N. Salmon.
Issues Writ of Mandamus Judge
E. C. Abbott. In the district court, to-
day sustained the petition of Isaac B.
ht ach vs. The Board of Loan commis-- t
loners of the state of New Mexico and
issued a writ of peremptory manda
"DANGER! 5,000 BURGLARS AT LARGE! How long since you
cleaned your revolver? How old are the cartridges? It Is sheer
foolhardiness to be without a revolver, but better have none at all
than one you cannot depend upon. Remember, the thief is armed and
desperate. You owe it to yourself and your family to provide for a
revolver In the house or take one along In the dark. The RELIABLE
HARDWARE STORE has a complete and stock of depend-
able firearms and ammunition. Don't merely say: 'I'm going to buy
a revolver.' .Do It NOW or put this ad. in your pocket and ask them
to 'show you' the first time you pass their store. While you are at it,
buy. a good lock, it's the cheapest Burglar insurance in the world.
You are safe if It's from
The Reliable Hardware Store.
dance and the Cossack performs tlie
strenuous evolutions representing the
trotting of horses and his daily life in
ithn saddle. But the Russian peasant,
that patient tiller of the soil, Idealizes j
his monotonous dally life by mimick Apples and
her daughter Mrs. Ellis enlisted the
aid of practically every motion film
company in the United States and pic-
tures of the husband and child were
exhibited all over the world. Although
Ellis and the child have been found
they cannot be brought back to Bos-
ton, according to local police
ing in dance form the digging, Bow
ling, reaping and threshing of his anti NOW!
mus. The attorney for Mr. Beach, W.
F. Kelly, argued the case this
morning. The question raised was as
to the jurisdiction of the board of loan
commissioners. Had this board the
power to consider any obligations
other than bonds, coupons and judg-
ments? Attorney General Clancy rep-
resenting the state, took an appeal.
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Umond Cream are fine for sunburn
and windburn. Take a bottle with yv,i
on your vacation.
Initial Stationery and initial corre- -
quated modes of husbandry.
The present day American is more
of a city dweller than a farmer, and
'those of the native born population
Crab Apples
Phone 12.1 THE CLARENDON GARDEN
who do till the soil do It on a very
large scale and with the assistance
of every labor and time saving device.
So one would scarcely expect the Am- -
For quick results, a
little "WANT." ggss
